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A b s tra c t
T he work in th is thesis was carried out in the area of com pu ta tional group 
theory. T he la tte r  is concerned with designing algorithm s and  developing the ir 
p ractical im plem entations for investigating problem s regarding groups. An im ­
p o rta n t class of groups are finite soluble groups. These can be described in a 
com putationally  convenient way by power conjugate p resen ta tions. In p ractice, 
however, they  are usually supplied differently. The aim  of th is thesis is to  propose 
algorithm s for com puting  power conjugate presentations for finite soluble groups. 
This is achieved in two different ways.
One of the  ways in which a finite soluble group is often supplied is as a quo tien t 
of a finitely p resen ted  group. T he first p a rt of the thesis is concerned w ith designing 
an a lgorithm  to  com pute a power conjugate presenta tion  for a finite soluble group 
given in th is way. T he theoretical background for the algorithm  is provided and  
its p racticality  is investigated  on an im plem entation.
T he second p a rt of the  thesis describes the theoretical aspects of an algorithm  
to com pute all pow er conjugate presentations for a certain  class of finite soluble 
groups of a given order.
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C hapter 1
In troduction
T he aim  of com putational group theory  is to  design algorithm s for the study  
of g roups and to  develop their p ractica l im plem entations. In th is contex t a group is 
supplied as inpu t and inform ation  abou t th e  group constitu tes  th e  o u tp u t. T here 
are cases w here it is not know n w hether an a lgorithm  exists to  com pute certain  
in form ation  abou t groups, and  even cases w here it can be proved th a t  no algorithm  
exists. For exam ple, there  is no algorithm  to  decide w hether a finitely presented 
group is finite. In m ost cases of in terest the  existence of an algorithm  is established 
and  its practicality  becom es the  im p o rtan t aspect of the  investigation. Even in 
those cases in which the existence is not guaran teed , it can usually be achieved by 
in troducing  resource restric tions.
T here are two fundam entally  different ways in which a group can be provided, 
nam ely by a finite p resen ta tion  or as an au tom orph ism  group, in the  la tte r  case 
m ost usually arising as a p e rm u ta tio n  group or as a m a trix  group. W hen the 
group is given as an au tom orph ism  group it is usually described by a generating 
set of autom orphism s. T he a rea  of com putational group theory  is split into three 
m a jo r p a rts  according to  w hether the  group is described by a finite p resen ta tion , 
by a generating  set of p erm u ta tio n s  or by a generating  set of m atrices. Each of 
these p a rts  can incorporate  th e  special features of th e  way in which a group is 
supplied for the  design of its algorithm s. In th e  case of p e rm u ta tio n  groups m ost 
questions regarding a group are answ ered in two steps. F irstly  th e  description of 
the  group by a generating set of perm u ta tio n s  is transfo rm ed  in to  a description by
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a base an d  a s trong  generating set. Such an algorithm  is, for exam ple, described 
in Sims (1970). Secondly this description is used to  investigate fu rth e r. In  th is 
sense a  descrip tion  by a base and a strong generating set is considered to  be a 
core descr ip tion  of the  group. In the  design of algorithm s for p e rm u ta tio n  groups 
it is usually  assum ed th a t the  group is given by a base and  a s trong  genera ting  set. 
T his how ever m eans th a t it is also im p o rtan t to  design algorithm s w hich com pute  
th e  core descrip tion  of a group supplied in some o ther way.
An im p o rta n t class of groups are the polycyclic groups. T hey  are charac­
te rised  by th e  fact th a t they  have a polycyclic series, which is a descending series 
of subgroups, w here each one is norm al in the  previous one and  th e  successive quo­
tien ts  are cyclic (see Segal, 1983, or for com putational aspects Sim s, to  ap p ea r). 
Polycyclic p resen ta tions are a n a tu ra l way of describing polycyclic groups as they  
exhib it a polycyclic series of the group. They have come to  play the  role of the  
core descrip tion  for polycyclic groups. This is due to the  fact th a t  they  allow the 
p rac tica l co m p u ta tio n  (by collection) of a norm al word for every elem ent in the  
group . As a consequence, it enables the com putation  of p roducts  and  inverses of 
g roup elem ents by calculating a norm al word for their form al p ro d u c t or inverse. 
For an a rb itra ry  polycyclic presenta tion  a group elem ent need no t be rep resen ted  
by a unique norm al word. However, it is im p o rtan t to  have a unique norm al word, 
because th en  th e  p resen ta tion  allows the solution of the word problem  for th e  group 
it describes. A polycyclic p resen ta tion  in which every group elem ent is rep resen ted  
by a unique norm al word is called consis ten t.  T here is a p ractica l a lgo rithm  th a t 
can be used  to  ob ta in  a consistent polycyclic p resen ta tion  for a group given by 
an  a rb itra ry  polycyclic presen ta tion . A lgorithm s using such descrip tions for finite 
polycyclic groups are, for exam ple, described in Laue et al. (1984) and  are now an 
in teg ral p a r t of the  com putational group theory  system s Cayley (C annon , 1984) 
and GAP (Schönert et al., 1993).
Every  polycyclic group is soluble and every finite soluble group  is polycyclic. 
However no t every soluble group is polycyclic. B aum slag, C annon ito , an d  Miller 
(1981a, 1981b) describe an algorithm  which decides w hether a given soluble group 
is polycyclic. I t has been p artly  im plem ented by Sims (1990a).
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In th is thesis a tten tio n  is focused on finite soluble groups. Polycyclic presen­
ta tions for finite p -groups, i.e. groups of p rim e pow er order, were first described by 
Sylow (1872). For finite soluble groups they  are now know n as A G -presentations, 
pow er-com m utator p resen ta tions or pow er conjugate  p resen ta tions. Here th e  last 
te rm  is used. T he m ain  them e of this thesis is to  ob ta in  pow er conjugate presen­
ta tions for finite soluble groups.
Some algorithm s for determ ining  consistent power conjugate p resen ta tions for 
soluble groups presented  in a different way already exist. Sims (1990b) describes an 
algorithm  th a t  com putes a  power conjugate p resen ta tion  for a soluble perm u ta tio n  
group. For p -g roups, p ractica l algorithm s have been well established. For exam ple, 
an algorithm  now called the  prim e quotient a lgorithm , com putes a power conjugate 
p resen ta tion  for a p -group described as the  quotien t of a finitely presented  group 
to a te rm  of the  lower exponen t-p  central series (see Havas and  N ew m an, 1980).
For a long tim e group theorists and  o thers have been in terested  in listing all 
groups of a certain  o rder up to  isom orphism . As early as 1854 Cayley listed the  
groups of o rder 4 and  6 (Cayley, 1854). N um erous classes of groups were listed 
by hand  in the  subsequent century, culm inating  in the  work of Hall and Senior 
(1964), who listed all groups of o rder 64. M ore recently com puters have been 
em ployed, for exam ple by Jam es, N ew m an and O ’Brien (1990) to list all groups of 
order 128, and by O ’Brien (1991) to  list all groups of o rder 256, by supplying core 
descriptions. T hey used an algorithm , the  p -g roup  generation  algorithm , which 
lists consistent power conjugate p resen ta tions, one for each isom orphism  type of 
p-group of a given order. This algorithm  is described in N ew m an (1977), Ascione 
(1979), and  O ’Brien (1990). In essence this m ethod  com putes for a  p -group  G  of 
exponent-p  class c a list of power conjugate p resen ta tions consisting of one for 
each isom orphism  type of central dow nw ard extension by an elem entary  abelian 
p -group, such th a t the  extension has exponen t-p  class c -f 1 and  has its largest 
quotient of exponen t-p  class c isom orphic to  G.
Here we ob ta in  pow er conjugate p resen ta tions for finite soluble groups in 
two different ways. T he  first is to  com pute power conjugate p resen ta tions for 
finite soluble groups described as quotien ts of finitely presented  groups and  the  
second is to  o b ta in  pow er conjugate p resen ta tions for soluble groups, listing all
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soluble groups w hich are certain  dow nward extensions of a  given soluble group. 
T h is necessitates th e  division of the  thesis in to  two p a rts . C h ap te rs  4 and  5 are 
concerned w ith  solving the  first problem  while C h ap te r 7 investigates th e  second 
problem .
T he first m e th o d  of obtaining power conjugate p resen ta tions for finite soluble 
groups is th e  task  of a finite soluble quotient algorithm . A n u m b er of proposals 
for finite soluble quotient algorithm s have been m ade, for in stance  by W am sley 
(1977), by L eedham -G reen (1984) and by Plesken (1987). T he  last a lgorithm  has 
been  developed, analysed and im plem ented by W egner (1992).
Here we p resen t a new finite soluble quotient a lgorithm . It has m any sim i­
larities w ith the  prim e quotient algorithm  described by Havas and  N ew m an. In 
p rep ara tio n  for the  description of the soluble quotien t a lgo rithm , C h ap te r 3 con­
ta ins a brief theoretical description of their prim e quotien t a lgo rithm . It focuses 
especially on those theoretical aspects of the  algorithm  w hich have significant influ­
ence on th e  p racticality  of the soluble quotient a lgorithm  subsequently  presented  
b u t have no t been p u t into w riting before.
For a list £  of integer pairs C hap ter 4 in troduces the  concept of an £ - s e r ie s , 
which is fun d am en ta l to  the description of the  groups considered. This series is a 
generalisation of the  lower exponent-p  central series and plays th e  sam e role in the 
soluble quo tien t algorithm  th a t the lower exponen t-p  cen tra l series plays in the 
prim e quotien t algorithm . A generalisation of the  p-covering group in the  context 
of p -g roups to  the  case of soluble groups is the £ - covering group. An algorithm  
for com puting  a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for th e  £ -covering group 
is ou tlined  subsequently. This requires an algorithm  for com puting  a vector space 
basis for a m odule described by a m odule p resen ta tion . A brief descrip tion  of 
L in ton’s im plem en tation  of such an algorithm  is p resen ted  (see L inton, 1991). 
A featu re  th a t is different from  the situation  for p -groups is th a t  the  generato r 
num ber of a soluble quotient of a finitely presented  group m ay be sm aller th a n  
th a t of a larger soluble quotient. It requires th e  in tro d u c tio n  of an  extension of 
th e  £ -covering group, which depends on a given finitely p resen ted  group. This 
discussion cu lm inates in a theoretical description of the  soluble quo tien t algorithm .
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C h ap te r 5 investigates p rac tica l aspects of an  im plem entation  and  poin ts ou t 
a few im p o rtan t considerations. W e describe how to  m odify features of an  im ple­
m en ta tion  of th e  prim e quotien t a lgo rithm  for th e  context of our soluble quotien t 
algorithm  and  ind icate  in which cases th e  soluble quotient a lgorithm  profits from  
this. We also p resen t a very brief outline of the algorithm  proposed  by Plesken, 
and  consider its im plem entation  by W egner. T he two approaches are com pared  
and  an a tte m p t is m ade to identify the  s itua tions w here one is m ore advantageous 
th a n  the  o ther. U ntil recently th e  only available inform ation  on th e  perform ance 
of th e  im plem en tation  by W egner was provided in his thesis. Using his a lgorithm  
in the  sam e m an n er as we propose to  use the algorithm  described in this thesis, 
significantly b e tte r  perform ance can be achieved. This gives a good indication as 
to w here the  inefficiencies of th e  algorithm  he. F urtherm ore , it suggests th a t it also 
contains valuable techniques for ob ta in ing  a practical soluble quotien t algorithm . 
We discuss these points in detail and  suggest th a t a hybrid  of the  two algorithm s 
be used. F u rth e r investigation in to  the  perform ance of the  algorithm s is necessary.
In C h ap te r 6 an investigation of a question regarding the  freest exponent six 
group on two generato rs provides a  practical use of the  soluble quo tien t algorithm .
C h ap te r 7 contains the  theore tica l aspects of designing an a lgorithm  to  list 
power conjugate p resen ta tions for all isom orphism  types of those soluble groups on 
a chosen num ber of generators which are dow nward extensions of a given soluble 
group by certain  p -groups and have som e additional properties. T he m e thod  is a 
generalisation of the  p -g roup  generation  algorithm  as described in O ’Brien (1990). 
The chap ter s ta r ts  w ith  a very brief description of this algorithm  in o rder to  set the  
scene. This is followed by a descrip tion  of the  proposed m ethod . T he  rem ainder of 
the chap ter contains th e  theore tica l foundation  for the  algorithm . T he algorithm  
has not yet been im plem ented  and  a few hints are given as to  its im plem en tation . 
The algorithm  requires im plem en ta tion  to  be able to determ ine how well it works 
in practice. It is envisaged th a t a test exam ple for it could involve listing power 
conjugate p resen ta tions, one for each isom orphism  type, of groups of order 192.
T h roughou t th is thesis we consider a specific exam ple to  illu s tra te  the  various 
aspects of th e  theory  discussed. For th is purpose we chose th e  group S 4 and  the  
list C  to  be [(2 , 1), (3 ,1 ), (2 , 1)]. In  C h ap te r 4 we illu stra te  the  construction  of the
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£ -covering group on this group. A finite p resen ta tion  for a group which has S± 
as a factor group is given and the  basic step of the soluble quo tien t a lgorithm  is 
d em o n stra ted  by com puting  an epim orphism  of the finitely p resen ted  g roup onto 
a facto r group of the  extended £ -covering group of S 4 .
T he exam ple reappears in C hap ter 7 , w here we com pute pow er conjugate 
p resen ta tions for all isom orphism  types of soluble groups which are dow nw ard 
extensions of S4 by an elem entary abelian 2-group M  such th a t  th e  extension is 
genera ted  by two elem ents and the Klein 4-group in 64 acts triv ially  on M.
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C h a p te r  2
B a c k g ro u n d
In th is ch ap te r the  no ta tion  used in this thesis is estab lished  and  some basic 
results are p resen ted .
D e fin it io n  2 .1  For a finite group G the Frattini subgroup $ (C )  is the  in te r­
section of all m axim al subgroups of G.
T he following properties of the  F ra ttin i subgroup of a finite g roup  G are well 
known and  can be found for instance in H uppert (III .3, 1967).
• 3>(G) is characteristic  in G.
• Let g £ G,  th en  g 6 $ (G )  if and only if g can be om itted  from  any generating 
set of G.
• Let N  be a norm al subgroup of G and U a subgroup of G such th a t
N  <  $ ( U ) ,  ^ e n  N  < <L(G).
• Let N  be a no rm al subgroup of G , then  3>(iV) <  <£(G).
• Let N  be a no rm al subgroup of G, then  $ ( G ) N / N  <  $>(G/N).  If N  <  ^ (C )  
or if G is a p -g roup  then  $ ( G ) N / N  =  $ ( G / N ) .
• If G is a p -g roup  then  $((7) =  G 'G 1’.
A group whose o rder is a power of the prim e p is a p-group.T he following 
theorem , know n as B urnside’s Basis Theorem , is im p o rtan t in th e  study  of p- 
groups (see H u p p ert, I I I .3.15, 1967).
T h e o r e m  2 .2  Let G be a finite p-group with |(7 /$ (G ?)| =  p d. Then every 
minimal  generating set of G has exactly d elements.
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D e f in it io n  2 .3  Let G  and N  be finite groups. A group H  is a downward 
extension  of G by N  if N  is isom orphic to  a norm al subgroup M  of H  and 
H / M  is isom orphic to  G.
We refer to  a dow nward extension of G by N  sim ply as an extension of G 
by N .  N ote th a t th is is not the  term inology in use for group theory  in general 
(see, for exam ple, Segal, 1983). Since only dow nw ard extensions arise here, th is 
definition should not cause any confusion.
D e f in it io n  2 .4  Let G be a group. Define a series of subgroups of G by setting
G (0> =  G,  G (1) =  G ' =  ([g,h] I g,h€ G) and  G (i) =  (G (i-1 ))' for i > 0. T hen
G =  G (0) >  G (1) >  . . .
is a characteristic  series of G. T he group G is soluble if there  exists an n  £ N 
such th a t G (n) =  {1} and the sm allest such integer is the  derived-length of G.
A well known theorem  gives us a different characterisa tion  of finite soluble groups 
(see H uppert, 1.11.9, 1967).
T h e o r e m  2 .5
a) A finite group G is soluble if and only if it has a chief series with elementary  
abelian factors.
b) A finite group G is soluble if  and only if  its composition factors are cyclic 
and of prime order.
Let G be a finite soluble group and let G = Go > G\ > • • • >  Gn =  {1} be 
a com position series for G w ith cyclic factors of prim e order. Choose elem ents 
a 7; 6 G for 1 <  i <  7i such th a t G,;_i =  (G,:,a,;); let p 7; be the  o rder of the  factor 
Gi-i/Gi.  T hen  A  — { a i , . . . , a n } is a generating set for G and the  set
R  =  {a1-1 = vu,  ak’ =  v.jk I 1 <  i <  n , 1 <  j  <  k < n},
where Vjk,  for k > j , is a  word in th e  generators U j + i , . . . ,  an , is a  defining set of 
relations for G. T he p resen ta tion  { A  | R }  is a. power conjugate presentat ion  for G.
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O n th e  o th e r han d , a power conjugate p resen ta tion  { A  | 7£} of a group G exhibits 
th e  com position series G = Go > G\  >  • • • >  G n =  (1), w here G i - i  =  (cq ,. . .  , a n ) 
for 1 < i < n.  T he order of G is a t m ost Ü IL i P* and , therefore, G  is finite. A 
w ord , . . . ,  an ) in the generators is normal  if it is of the  form  a^1 • • • a w ith
0 <  e{ < pi.  N ote th a t we only consider words in the  generato rs A , i.e. these 
words do no t contain  inverses of the  generators.
A norm al word u  in A  is equivalent to  a w ord w  in A ,  if u  and  w are the 
sam e elem ent of th e  group defined by { A  | 7Z}. T he fun d am en ta l im portance  of 
pow er con jugate  presenta tions arises from  the  observation th a t  given a word w 
in the  genera to rs A , the power conjugate p resen ta tion  { A  \ 7Z} can be used to 
com pute an  equivalent norm al word. This com putation  of an equivalent norm al 
word is referred  to  as collection (see e.g. Havas and  Nicholson, 1976, or Leedham - 
G reen and  Soicher, 1990). It is assum ed th a t the  words Vjk in a pow er conjugate 
p resen ta tion  are norm al.
If a word is no t norm al it has a non-norm al subw ord of th e  form  a*'* or of the 
form  ajai  w ith  j  > i.
D e f in i t io n  2 .6  A collection process relative to the power conjugate presentat ion  
{ A  I 7Z} replaces a word w in the  generators A  by an equivalent norm al word. 
T he process applies the following steps repeatedly:
1) replace a1-' for 1 <  i <  n  by the  word va\
2) replace ajCLi for i < j  by the  word aiVij.
T he collection process te rm inates if no non-norm al subw ords rem ain  in th e  word 
w.
Let C  be a collection process. A pplying one collection step  of C  to  a word 
w resu lting  in a word v is denoted by w — v.
It is a well known theorem  th a t a collection process relative to  a power conju­
gate p resen ta tion  { A  | 71} replaces a word in the  generato rs A  by an equivalent 
norm al word in a finite num ber of steps (see Sims, to  appear). T hus a collection 
process relative to  a power conjugate p resen ta tion  is an algorithm . Collection p ro­
cesses m ay differ in th e ir choice of a non-norm al subw ord to  be replaced. Here we 
m ake no assum ptions on the  collection process used.
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M ultip lication  of two elem ents of G am ounts to  com puting a no rm al w ord for 
th e  p ro d u c t, given by concatenation. Given a word w  in A  one can find ano ther 
w ord u  in  A  such th a t u represents the  inverse of w in G in th e  following way. 
In itially  consider the  form al inverse u oi  w.  Replace an occurrence in u  of the  
inverse a f 1 of th e  generato r ak for som e k by avk 1u, w here v is the  form al 
inverse of Vkk and  repeat th is step. This process te rm inates w ith u  being a w ord 
in A  for th e  inverse of w.  T hus inversion of a group elem ent am oun ts firstly to  
com puting  a w ord in A  which represents its inverse and  secondly to  com puting  
a n o rm al w ord for th a t word. In practice the  inverse can be com puted  in a m ore 
efficient way.
In general, there  m ay exist m any norm al words representing a given group 
elem ent. If each elem ent is represented  by a unique norm al w ord, then  the  power 
conjugate  p resen ta tion  is consistent.  In this case two group elem ents are equal 
only if th ey  are represen ted  by the sam e norm al word. For the  finite soluble group 
G, given as above, the  o rder is equal t o f ] ’^  pi.
A ssum e we are given a collection process relative to a power conjugate p re ­
sen ta tion  { A  I 7Z}. Any collection process obeys the following rules for words 
contain ing parentheses or brackets. A collection applies a t least one collection 
step to  each subw ord in parentheses before proceeding. A collection process re­
places subw ords in square brackets by norm al words before proceeding.
T he following result is due to  W am sley (1977). In sum m ary  it s ta tes  th a t a 
power conjugate  p resen ta tion  is consistent if a certain  set of w ords in the generato rs 
A ,  th e  consistency test words, can be collected in “sufficiently d ifferent” ways and  
still yield the  sam e norm al word.
T h e o r e m  2 .7  Let G be a finite soluble group given by the power conjugate 
presentation { A  \ 7Z}. Then the presentat ion { A  | 71} is consistent i f  and only if
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the fol lowing words collect to the empty word:
[(«* aj )  ai\ [a fc i aj ai) f ° r 1 < i  < j  < k <  n ,
[ « ) a j ]  [a k'~1 ( a k a j )
[ ( a ^ a ^ a f - 1 ] aj (a]‘)
(aD  ai a{ (a7-)
- l
- l
for  1 < j  < k < n,
- l
for  1 <  i < j  <  n , 
for 1 < i < n.
In im plem enting  an a lgorithm  for deciding w hether a pow er conjugate presen­
ta tio n  is consistent it is m ore efficient to  split the  te st w ords in to  two words, collect 
each one and  com pare th e  result. This avoids the  com putation  of inverses. For ex­
am ple, th e  te st word (ak a-) a ■ ak (a ■ a{)
or a lternatively  th e  words ( a k a j ) a i and
- l
can be com pared  w ith  the identity  
ak (dj  a^) can be com pared. Here we
consider te st words since this is of advantage for the  theoretical description.
For m a th em a tica l and  com putational reasons, power con jugate  presenta tions 
w ith an added  featu re  are considered. Let { A  \ 7Z} be a power conjugate presen­
ta tio n  for a finite soluble group H  w ith A  = { a i , . .  • , a T*}. Let d be the m inim al 
num ber of generators required to  generate H.  T he add itional p roperty  is th a t 
there  exists a d-elem ent subset X  of A  such th a t X  generates H  and for each 
genera to r aj  £ A \ X  th e re  is at least one relation of 1Z having aj  as the last 
genera to r on the  righ t h an d  side and  occurring w ith exponent 1. One of these 
relations is labelled the  definition of aj .  T he p resen ta tion  { A  \ TZ} w ith  this p rop ­
erty  is called labelled. If G  is a group w ith generating  set { g \ , . . . ,  gi}  and r  is 
an ep im orphism  of G on to  H , we call r  a labelled ep im orphism  if each generator 
aj £ X  occurs as the  la st generator in the  im age under r  of a t least one of the 
generato rs gi of G. O ne of these im ages is labelled the  definition of the  generator 
aj .  If { A  I 7Z} is a labelled power conjugate p resen ta tion  for th e  group H  and r  
a labelled epim orphism  from  G to / / ,  then  every genera to r in A  has a definition 
either as an  im age u nder r  or as a relation in 7Z.
In a labelled power conjugate p resen ta tion  th e  fact th a t a rela tion  is a def­
inition is em phasised by using instead  of in the  rela tion . T he colon is
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on the  sam e side of the  relation as the  generator defined by this relation . For 
exam ple the  following is a labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for £4, 
the  sym m etric  group on 4 letters:
{ a , 6, c, d a2 =: c,
6“ = 63,
ft P II ft c1' = : d, c2,
d,L =  cd, d i =  cd, d d2 }
T he relations a2 = c and ch =  d are the  definitions of c and  d, respectively. Note 
th a t this no ta tion  im plicitly characterises the set X  as the  subset of A  whose 
elem ents do not occur as the  last elem ent of a right hand  side of a definition. In 
the exam ple X  is the set {a, 6}.
For a labelled epim orphism  the  sym bol is also used to  specify a definition. 
For exam ple consider th e  group G having the finite p resen ta tion
•0 , y I z 8, 2/3, ( x ~ l y ) 2, (y x 3y x )2 =  z 4}.
Then the m ap r  from G to  S4 defined by r ( z )  = : a and r [ y ) = : b is a labelled 
epim orphism . The elem ents of X  have definitions as im ages of r ,  w hereas the  o ther 
elem ents in A  have definitions in the  relations of the power conjugate p resen ta tion  
for S±.
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C hapter 3
A prim e quotient algorithm
In th is chap ter a prim e quotient algorithm  is described. T he  task  of a prim e 
quotient algorithm  is to com pute a consistent power con jugate  p resen ta tion  for 
a finite quo tien t of prim e power order of a finitely p resen ted  g roup. Havas and 
N ew m an (1980) describe such an algorithm . Here we give a descrip tion  of the ir 
a lgorithm  which focuses on those parts  which are relevant to  th e  fu rth e r  discussion 
and have not been p u t into w riting previously.
D e f i n i t i o n  3 .1  L et G b e a group and p a p rim e. T h e  series
G =  7>f(G) > V l ( G )  >■■■ w ith V f ( G )  =  [*?_,(<?), G] ( iP f - i(G ) )”
for i > 1 is the  lower exponent-p central series of G.  If th e re  exists an integer 
c >  0 such th a t V P(G) =  (1), then  G is a p -group  and  the  sm allest such integer 
is called th e  exponent-p class of G.
If in a given context only one prim e p is considered, it is o m itted  in the  
no ta tion  and  V f ( G)  is denoted by Vi{G). In particu la r th ro u g h o u t th is chap ter 
we assum e th a t p is a prim e. Per definition V \ ( G )  =  G 'G P. If G is a p -g roup  th en  
the F ra ttin i subgroup $((7) of G is V\ (G ) .  Let pd be the  o rder of the  F ra ttin i 
quotien t, then  d is the generator number of G (cf. 2.2).
Let G  be a finite p -group of exponent-p  class c and  let
G = Vo(G) > V 1(G)  >  • >  V C(G) =  {1}
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be th e  lower exponen t-p  central series of G. Let {.A | 7Z} be a corresponding 
pow er conjugate  p resen ta tion . Define a function u> from  A  in to  th e  set { 1 , . . . ,  c} 
m app ing  a to  t if a £  V t - i ( G ) \ V t (G).  T hen  w is a weight func tion  and  u;(a) is 
the  weight  of a. T he elem ents of A  satisfy the  following relations 1Z :
n
a7- = a ^ l't,k\  for 1 <  i <  n  and
f t f c €  A ,  u ( t i k ) > u ( a . i )
11
a 1-' = aj  P J  for 1 <  i < j  <  n ,
w ith  0 <  a ( i , j , k )  < p and the  p roduct sym bol indicates th a t  th e  generators 
ajfc 6  A  occur in increasing order. T he power conjugate p resen ta tion  together 
w ith a weight function is a weighted power conjugate presentat ion  and  is denoted 
by { A  I 7£, u)}.
A w ord v in th e  generators A  of G is an r-word,  if it is a word in th e  
genera to rs a r , . . . ,  a n .
T he  concept of a labelled power conjugate p resen ta tion  for p -g roups is refined. 
Here we additionally  assum e th a t the  definition of a generato r £ A  is e ither of 
the form  a"-' =  aja^  or a7- — a*..
T he prim e quotien t algorithm  takes as inpu t a prim e p, a finite p resen ta tion  
{g i , . . . , g b I r 1(gu . . . , g b) , . . . , r in(g1, . . . , g b)} for a group G,  and  an optional 
in teger c. If the  in teger c is supplied, the  o u tp u t is a labelled consistent power 
conjugate  p resen ta tion  for G / V C{G) and a labelled epim orphism  of G on to  th is 
quo tien t. If c is not supplied, the re  are two possibilities. If the re  is a largest p- 
quotien t of G th en  the  o u tp u t is a labelled consistent power conjugate  p resen ta tion  
for th is quo tien t and a labelled epim orphism  of G onto it. If such a quotient does 
not exist the  a lgorithm  does not te rm inate .
T he  prim e quotien t a lgorithm  proceeds by com puting power conjugate p re­
sen tations for the  quo tien ts G /T >i{G') in tu rn . In the  first step it com putes a 
labelled consistent pow er conjugate p resen ta tion  for G / V i ( G )  = G / $ ( G ) .  This 
is a  p resen ta tio n  on d generato rs which com m ute pairw ise and  each has o rder p. 
For positive i, assum e a labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for the
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quotien t G/VfiG) and  a labelled epim orphism  of G onto  th is quo tien t has been 
com puted . Now a labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for G/Vi+i(G)  
and  a labelled epim orphism  of G onto  this quotient is to  be com puted . T he basic 
step takes as input:
1) th e  finite presen ta tion  for G ;
2) a labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for K  = G/Vi(G)’,
3) a labelled epim orphism  0 : G-»K.
T he o u tp u t is:
1) a  labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for H == G/Vi+i(G);
2) an epim orphism  <j) : H-»K-,
3) a labelled epim orphism  r  : G-»H w ith r</> =  0.
If during  the  basic step it is discovered th a t Vi(G) = Vi+i(G)  th en  G/Vi(G) 
is the largest p -quotien t of G and the  algorithm  te rm in a tes  re tu rn in g  the  consis­
ten t power conjugate presen ta tion  for K  and the ep im orphism  0.
T he basic step is illustrated  by the  following d iagram , w here the  inpu t is 
described on the right and the o u tp u t is described on th e  left.
G
ker 0
D e f in it io n  3 .2  Let G  be a finite p-group w ith  genera to r num ber d and ex­
p onen t-p  class c. The group H  is a descendant of G , if H  has genera to r num ber 
d and  H / V C( H ) is isom orphic to G. It is an immediate descendant of G if it has 
exponen t-p  class c - f  1.
T h e o r e m  3 .3  Let G be a finite p-group with generator number d and exponent- 
p class c. There exists a finite group G * with generator number d and exponent-p  
class at m ost  c - f  1 such that every immediate descendant o f G is isomorphic to 
a quotient of G *.
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Let F  be the free group of rank d and R  a norm al subgroup of F  such  
that F / R  =  G.  Define R* := [ R , F ] R P. Ascione (1979) and O ’Brien (1990) prove 
the theorem  by showing that the group G* := F / R *  has the required properties. 
Further, they  prove that the isom orphism  type of F / R *  depends only on G,  not 
on R.
D e f in it io n  3 .4  G* is called the p-covering group of G.  A power conjugate  
presentation {.A* | TZ*} for G* is called a p -covering presentat ion  for the presen­
tation  { A  I TZ} o f G,  if A. is a subset of A*  and every relation in TZ* differs from  
a relation in TZ only by a word in the elem ents of A * \ A .
3.1 A  prim e covering a lgorith m
T he task of a prim e covering algorithm  is to determ ine a labelled  consistent 
power conjugate presentation for the prime covering group of a finite p -group K .  
Here we describe such an algorithm .
• T he input of the prim e covering algorithm  is a labelled consistent power con­
jugate presentation for a finite p -group K .
• T he output of the prim e covering algorithm  is a labelled consistent power 
conjugate presentation for the prime covering group K *  of K .
Let { A  I 7Z, ca} be a weighted labelled consistent power conjugate presenta­
tion for K .  Consider those relations in 7Z which are not definitions and whose left 
hand side is either a1/  w ith u)(a{) <  c or a-' with o;(aj) -f- a;(a,;) <  c +  1. Let 
s be the num ber of these relations. We obtain a power conjugate presentation  
{ A  I 7Z} for K *  as follows. T he presentation is not necessarily labelled , but each  
generator in A  has a definition. Let A  be the set { a i , . . . , a n , a Tl4 .l 7 . . .  , a n_^ .a} , 
where A  =  { a i , . . . ,  a n } , and
1) initialise TZ to contain all relations of 1Z which are definitions;
2) m odify each non-defining relation a1/  — va  or a ^  — Vjk of TZ to read 
a1’ =  v n a t or a / 1 =  Vj^,at for som e t £ {n  +  1 , . . . ,  n  T  5 } and add the  
m odified relations to  TZ, where different non-defining relations are m odified  
by different at ;
3) add the relations a/'  =  a t to TZ for n - f l  <  t <  n +  s and 1 <  i <  t;
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4) add  the relations a\  =  1 to  TZ for n  + l < t < n  + s.
Define the  function d? from  A  in to  th e  set { 1 , . . . ,  c +  1} by setting
( w (ak ) for 1 <  k <  n ,
cD(afc) =  < a>(a;) +  1 if k > n  and  the  definition of ak has left han d  side a?,
I u>(aj) -f if the  definition of a k has left hand  side a “*.
Even though Cj need not be a weight function, we refer to  io(ak ) for ak € A  as 
th e  weight of ak . N ote th a t u;(a{) =  u;(ai) =  1 for 1 <  i <  d.
L e m m a  3 .5  { A  | Ü }  is a power conjugate presentat ion for  the p-covering  
group G* of G.
D e f in it io n  3 .6  An elem ent of A \ A  is a tail. A p-covering generator  is a ta il 
th a t is defined by a power relation or by a conjugate  relation w ith  left hand  side 
a “* w ith a>(ai) =  1. D enote the set of all p-covering generato rs by £.  A word w 
in A  is r-heavy  if every generator occurring in it has weight at least r.
L e m m a  3 .7  For each a *. 6 A \ A  there exists a relation
a k = W( E) ,
where W( £ )  is a word in the elements of  £ , which is a consequence of the relations 
in TZ.
P ro o f :  T he s ta tem en t follows by reverse induction  on u>(ak ) from  the  next
lem m a. I
For a conjugate relation in 1Z w ith left hand  side x y let V[x,;/] be a word in A  
such th a t the right hand  side of it is xv[x^  and  let t[x,y] be such th a t £^[x,</]^ [x,</] 
is the right hand  side of it in TZ. T hus t ^ yj is e ither th e  em pty  w ord or a tail.
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L e m m a  3 .8  Let 6 £ { 3 , . . .  , c -f- 1}. I f  for each ajt £ -4.\*4 with a>(afc) >  b there 
exists a relation
ak = W{ S )
which is a consequence of the relations in 7Z, then there exists a relation
ar = V( S)
which is a consequence of the relations in 7Z for each ar £ A \A .  with u)(ar ) =  6 — 1. 
P r o o f :  We refer to  the  tails for which we know of the  existence of such a relation
as being of the right kind.
If aT is defined as a p - th  power then ar £ 8  and the  rela tion  ar = ar is of 
the  required  form .
A ssum e ar is defined by a relation with left hand  side x u . We prove the  s ta tem en t 
by induction  on m  =  u)(u). N ote th a t 2m  < 6  — 1.
If m  — 1 then  ar £ E and th e  relation ar — ar is of the  requ ired  form .
All tails in troduced  by power relations are of the  right kind, th u s  we only have 
to consider tails in troduced  by conjugate relations.
For Tn > 1 the  generato r u in 1Z is either defined by a rela tion  w ith left hand  
side y z or w ith left hand  side y7', because u £ A  and the  p resen ta tion  {^4 | 7^ .} 
is labelled. We consider each case in tu rn .
Case 1: u  is defined as y z . T hen  w[z)  =  1 and thus c6(y) =  m  — 1.
Let us consider x y z .  In collecting this to a norm al w ord w ith  respect to  the 
p resen ta tion  { A  | 7Z} there  are two possibilities to  s ta r t . F irs t suppose x and  y 
are in terchanged . Let C  be the  collection process we have chosen.
( x y ) z ^ c
- * c y x i ( ! )
Here V[x y^] and  t[x ,y] are (6 —2)-heavy. Thus yx  plays no fu rth e r role in the 
collection process, un til (1) is replaced by a word of th e  form
y x z w i t f a y ] .
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In fact, t[x ,y] need not be th e  last elem ent in th e  w ord listed above; since it is 
cen tral we m ight as well assum e it is and  we do th is for all o ther tails, too. Here 
w\  is a no t necessarily norm al, (b — 2 ) -heavy w ord, since it was ob ta ined  by 
applying collection steps to  V[x,y)z t[x,y]‘ Since all generato rs in V[x,y] are (6 — 2)- 
heavy, the  only way a conjugate relation can in troduce a ta il of weight less th a n  
6 in to  W\ during  the  collection process is by in terchanging  a genera to r of weight 
6 — 2 in V[x y^] w ith z. But since u>(z) =  1 th is ta il is of the  righ t kind by the 
induction  hypothesis. T he collection process continues :
y x z w \ t ^ x y  ^ >c  y z x v [x,z]i [x,z]W it[x ,y]
=  y Z X V [ x ^ W l t [ Xi Z] t [ Xf y].
T here are two possible directions for the  collection process to  continue. E ither 
y  and z are in terchanged  yielding z y u x v ^ x ^ w i t ^ x ^ t ^ x ^  or the  process works on 
v [ x , z \ w i  before in terchanging y  and  z. In  the  first case let w 2 — V[ x , z ] w i  and in 
the second let w 2 be the  result of applying a num ber of collection steps to V[ZjZ]tt>i. 
Note th a t w 2 is not necessarily in norm al form . Since w 1 is (6 — 2 )-heavy and V[x,z] 
is (6 — m )-heavy, the tails in troduced  by conjugate relations in applying collection 
steps to  vtx ^ w  1 are of the right kind. I11 either case the  collection process yields
y z x w 2i[r,,z)i[x,y]-+c zyuxw2i [x ,z]t[x,y]
— z y u x w 3t [x^ t [ x,y].
Here w 3 is norm al.
Now we come back to  collecting x y z  and suppose th a t a collection process D  
s ta rts  by in terchanging  y  and z.
x ( y z ) —* x z y u
*D zxv[x^ t [ x^ y u  
=  zxv[X'Z]yut[X'Z]
z x y w AuwrJ{x z^j.
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Here w 4 and w$ are not necessarily normal, (b—l)-h ea v y  words. All tails of weight 
less than b are introduced by conjugate relations involving a generator g in 
and y.  Since w(g) >  b — m  and w(y) =  m — 1 these tails are of the right kind 
by the induction hypothesis. There are two possibilities for the collection process 
to continue. Either, it is applied to w±u or to xy.  In either case it is applied to 
z x y w Gu w 7t[x z^], where w Gu w7 is obtained in applying a number of collection steps 
to W4 UW5 . But since w(u) =  m  and w± is (6 — m )  -heavy, all tails introduced by 
conjugate relations by applying collection steps to w±uw$ are of weight at least 
b and thus by the induction hypothesis of the right kind. The collection process 
continues:
z x y w cuw7t[x^ - > D zyxv[x^ t [ x^ w 6u w 7t[x^
— zyxv^j. w Gu w 7t [x,y] t [z ,z]
* D* ZyXlLWgt^X y^  ^ [x,z] •
The word wg can only contain tails of the right kind. A tail of the least weight 
introduced by a conjugate relation has to result from a conjugate relation with left 
hand side g u , where g is a generator in V[x ,y)-  Then w(g)  >  b—2 and u;(u) =  b—m, 
thus the tail is of weight at least b and of the right kind. Thus
*D  z y u x v [ x iU] Wg t y x t ^x t [x,z] •
We compare the normal words (xy) z  collected by the collection process C  and 
x [ y z ) collected by the collection process D.  Since { A  | 7Z} is a consistent presen­
tation, they differ only in elements of A \ A ,  which are central and of order p. Since 
both normal words begin with z y u x , the normal words v^ x gi[x,u\t[x,y\t[x,z\ and 
t[x,z\i[x,y] differ only in elements of A \A .  Hence the normal words v^ x^ w g t [ x,u] 
and wg differ only in elements of .A\.4. Since they represent the same group el­
ement, we deduce that i[x,u] =  w ^ v ^ ^ w g .  Thus by expressing each tail on the 
right hand side in the elements of £ , we obtain a relation expressing i[x,u] as a 
word in the elements of 8 , which is a consequence of 7Z, since we obtained it by 
collection.
Case 2 : u is defined by u := y v . Then w(y)  — m  — 1. In collecting the word 
xyp there are two different ways to begin a collection, namely either to use the 
power relation for y or to interchange x and y.
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We first consider the case w here we use the  power relation. Let C  be the  
chosen collection process. T hen
x{yP)-*C xu
>C t[x  , u ]  •
If we collect the  word by in terchanging  x and y  and  using a collection process D  
we obtain :
( x y ) y I,- 1- ^ D y x v [x,y]i [x,y]yp- 1 
—  y xv[x,y]yI
T he elem ent x  plays no fu rth er role during collection until an o th er y  is m oved 
past all genera to rs in B ut since a generator in has weight at least
6 — 2 and  y  has weight m  — 1, the  tails in troduced  have weight a t least 6 if m  >  1 
and are th u s  of the righ t kind, or are in troduced  by conjugate relations in which 
the  second genera to r has weight 1 and are therefore of the  right kind. T here are 
a num ber of possibilities for the  collection process to  continue. E ith er x and  y 
can be sw apped, or one or m ore occurrences of y can be moved p ast some of the  
g e n e ra to rs  in or th e  generato rs in troduced  by prev ious conjugate  relations.
Eventually, however, all occurrences of y  have to be moved past x, each creating  
the ta il All generato rs th a t are in terchanged with y during  the  collection
process, except x, have weight a t least 6 — 2 and in troduce tails of th e  right kind, 
by the discussion above. T hus we finally obta in
y px w t Px ^  =  u x w ,
where w is (6 — 2 )-heavy. N ote th a t tPx ^  is trivial, since it has o rder p.
Again, by com paring  the  no rm al words equivalent to  x ( y v) and  ( x y ) y p 1, we
deduce th a t  t[x ,u] — v [~ u ]1 0 * w hich is a word in the elem ents of *4\.4., which are of 
the right kind. T hus by expressing each tail on the  right hand  side in the  elem ents 
of £, we ob ta in  a re la tion  expressing t[x,u] as a w ord in the  elem ents of £ , w hich 
is a consequence of 7?., since we ob ta ined  it by collection. I
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We ob ta in  a presentation  { Ä  | 7Z} for the  sam e group by replacing the  oc­
currence of every elem ent in ,4.\£ in every rela tion  in TZ by a  corresponding word 
in th e  elem ents of £  and  setting  A  to  be A ö  £. In p ractice, the  elem ents of A \ £  
are never in troduced  to  the p resen ta tion , and  every tim e a w ord in the  elem ents 
of £  is com puted , it is inserted  in to  the  p resen ta tion  im m ediately.
T he next lem m a shows th a t the  set of p-covering generato rs can be reduced 
even fu rther. Let T  be the set of those elem ents a k in £  for which a k is defined 
as a co m m uta to r or as the p - th  power of a genera to r p, w here p is defined as a 
p - th  power.
L e m m a  3 .9  For each a k £ A \ A  there exists a relation
ak = W { f ) ,
where W( J- )  is a word in the elements of T , which is a consequence of the relations 
in iZ.
P ro o f: T he sta tem en t follows by reverse induction  on cj(a^) from  the next
lem m a. T he induction hypothesis, i.e. the  case <F(ak ) = c +  1, is proved by the 
sam e argum ent as used in the proof of the  next lem m a specialised to  this case. |
L e m m a  3 .1 0  Let b £ { 3 , . . . ,  c +  1}. I f  for  each a k £ A \ A  with w(ak ) >  b 
there exists a relation
a k = W ( F )
which is a consequence of the relations in TZ, then there exists a relation
ar = V ( f )
which is a consequence of the relations in IZ for each ar £ ^4\^4 with u>(ar ) =  6—1. 
P ro o f: All we need to  prove is th a t each elem ent in £ \J -  has an expression
as a w ord in T . T hen  the  assertion follows from  L em m a 3.7, by replacing the  
occurrences of the  elem ents in £  in a w ord, by its expression in th e  elem ents of
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T . A n elem ent of £  is a tail of the right kind , if we know th a t  it can  be expressed 
as a  w ord in th e  elem ents in T .
Let a € £ \ F  w ith  d>(a) — b -  1. T hen a is defined as th e  p - th  power of an 
elem ent u , and  u  is defined by a conjugate relation. Let the  definition of u  have 
left h a n d  side x y . Since u £ A  we know th a t u>(y) =  1, th u s  u>(x) =  6 — 3, since 
u)[u) =  6 — 2. N ote th a t  6 — 3 >  1.
In  collecting the  word x vy there  are two different ways to  begin a collection, 
nam ely  either to  use the  power relation for x or to  in terchange x and  y.
We first consider the  case in which we use the  power re la tion . Let C  be the  
collection process we have chosen. T hen
( x 1' ) y —>c v xr t xry
—  yV-sJ' ^xJ 'v [xJ’ ,y] t [ x i ‘ ,y]
— 2/Ux j< U[x i< t xv i [ i f ,-«/].
If we collect the  w ord by interchanging x and y  and  using a collection process 
D  we obta in :
x v~ l (xy ) —>d  x v ~l yxu
—>£> x 1 ~yxuxu .
T here are  two possibilities for the collection process to continue. E ither x and  
y  can be sw apped, or occurrences of x can be moved p ast occurrences of u.  
Eventually , however, all occurrences of x have to be m oved p ast y, w here each 
move creates the  genera to r u.  W hen swapping x and  u  we in troduce  
Since t[x ,v\ has weight 6 it is of the right kind. All genera to rs occurring in V[x^  
have w eight a t least 6, thus the tails in troduced  in collection involving a generato r 
in V[x,u\ are ° f  the  righ t kind. Thus we finally obta in
y v xv t xi’Upw  =  y v xv t xvaw,
w here w  is 6-heavy.
We deduce th a t a =  w ~ 1V[xp ^ t [ xP^ 1 which is a w ord in th e  elem ents of A \ A ,  
which are  of the  righ t kind. T hus by expressing each ta il on th e  righ t han d  side
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in the  elem ents of T , we ob ta in  a relation expressing a as a word in the  elem ents 
of T which is a consequence of 77, since we ob ta ined  it by collection. |
We ob ta in  a power conjugate p resen ta tion  { A  \ 77} for the  p-covering group 
G* of G on AVJJ- by replacing each a* £ A \J -  by the  corresponding word V(J-)  
as given by the  last lem m a. This p resen ta tion  is no t necessarily consistent.
3.2 A prim e q u otien t a lgorith m
Let us now re tu rn  to  the  prim e quotient algorithm . T he task  of th e  basic step  
is to ob ta in  a labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for th e  quotient H  
of the p-covering group K*  of K  = G /V i ( G )  and  a labelled ep im orphism  r  of G 
onto H.  This is done using a refined version of T heorem  2.7. This version, which 
applies to p -g roups, can be found in V aughan-Lee (1984).
Let Y  be the  F?,-space w ith basis ( a Tl+ i , . . . ,  a n+ Ä}. Let M  denote the kernel 
of the epim orphism  of H  onto K ; then  M  is a hom om orphic im age of Y. T he 
following theorem  describes the kernel of the  hom om orphism  from  Y  onto  M  in 
a way suitable for com putation . It considers certain  non-norm al words in K * .
T h e o r e m  3 .11  Let Y  be the free abelian group on {au_j-i, . . .  , a w+ a} of exponent  
p and { A  I 77} the p-covering presentat ion of the d -generator group G/7^i(G).  
Let W  consist of the following words in { a i , . . . , a n } :
(ak ai ) ai ak ( a , a i)
. I ' - l iakaj)
-1
- l
(a3 ai ) ai 1 a , ( a ?)
K K :  ai (aD
- 1
for l < i < j < k < n , 
f or  1 <  j  < k <  n , j  < d, 
for  1 <  i <  J <  n , 
f or  1 < i < n.
Let S  be the set of elements of Y  obtained by collecting the words in W  with 
respect to { A  \ 77} and let T  =  . . .  , g l )  \ 1 <  i <  m } be the set of elements
of Y  obtained by evaluating the relators of G in the images of the generators of  
G under the epimorphism r. Then M  is isomorphic to Y / ( S  U T ) .
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A basis { m i , . . .  , m t } for M  can be com puted  using th e  G aussian  elim ination 
algorithm . Let A*  be th e  set A U  { m i , . . .  , m t }. T he im age of each elem ent a n_|-i 
can be expressed in th e  basis of M .  This expression replaces a Tl+i in  1Z and  in the  
ep im orphism . T hus a  labelled consistent power conjugate  p resen ta tio n  {A*  | 7Z*} 
for G /V i+ i(G )  and  a labelled epim orphism  r  from  G to  H  are ob ta ined . In 
p articu la r it can be shown th a t the elem ents in the  basis of M  are words in 
th e  elem ents of T . T herefore, the function lv induces a w eight function  on 
{*4* I 7Z*} by setting  u>*(afc) =  u>(a*;) for €  A  and  u;*(mjfc) =  c +  1.
3.3 C o n c lu s io n s
Im p lem en tations of the  prim e quotient a lgorithm  exist and  have proved to  be 
very successful in th e  analysis of p -quotients of finitely p resen ted  groups.
For th e  fu rth e r discussion we assum e th a t the  function pQ u o tien tQ  perform s 
the  task  of th e  prim e quotien t algorithm  and th e  function pC over fy  perform s the  
task  of the  p rim e covering algorithm , as described in this C h ap te r.
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C h a p te r  4
A fin ite  so lub le  q u o tie n t a lg o r ith m
T he task  of a finite soluble quotient algorithm  is to  com pute a labelled con­
sistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for a finite soluble group given as a quotien t 
of a finitely presented  group. F irs t the algorithm  is com pared to  the  b e tte r  know n 
prim e quotient algorithm  as outlined in C hap ter 2. This discussion also serves as 
a guide to  the  exposition of the algorithm  in the rem ainder of th is chap ter.
4.1 A com parison
The prim e quotient algorithm  com putes a labelled consistent power con ju­
gate p resen ta tion  for a prim e quotient of a given finitely presen ted  group G and  
a given prim e p. It works w ith the  lower exponent- p  cen tral series of G. It re­
peats a basic step which, given a labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta ­
tion of G/Vi(G), com putes a labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tio n  of 
G/Vi+i(G).  T he first ta sk  of th e  basic step is to  com pute a p resen ta tion  for the  
p-covering group of G/Vi(G), which is a central extension of G/Vi(G)  by an 
elem entary abelian p -group. T he p -covering group of G/Vi(G)  has a quotien t 
isom orphic to G/Vi+i(G).  In the  prim e covering algorithm  the  G aussian  elim ina­
tion algorithm  is used to  com pute a vector space basis for the  elem entary  abelian  
p-group by which G/'Pi(G) is extended. A fterw ards the  kernel of the  p-covering 
group onto  the  largest quo tien t which is a hom om orphic im age of G is com puted . 
Again, the  G aussian elim ination algorithm  allows the  com pu ta tion  of a vector
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space basis for th is factor group of the elem entary  abelian p -g roup . T h is yields a 
labelled consisten t power conjugate p resen ta tion  for G/Vi+i(G).
In  th e  soluble context a finitely presented group G is given for w hich a  labelled 
consisten t pow er conjugate p resen ta tion  of a soluble quo tien t is to  be com puted. 
A series w hich can play a sim ilar role to the lower exponent p -cen tra l series has 
been selected. F irs t th e  no ta tion  for such a series, called £ -series, is given. The 
soluble quo tien t algorithm  repeats a basic step which, given a labelled consistent 
pow er con jugate  p resen ta tion  for the group K  isom orphic to  G over the i-th  
te rm  of th e  £ -series, com putes a labelled consistent pow er conjugate  presentation  
for th e  group H,  which is isom orphic to  G over the  (i +  l ) - t h  te rm . T he next 
step is to  find a generalisation of the p-covering group of a finite p -g roup  in the 
soluble case. It is shown th a t a group, the £ -covering group, can be defined and 
has sim ilar properties to  the p-covering group. T he £-covering  group for a prime 
p is an  extension of a soluble group K  by an  elem entary  abelian  p -group  A/, 
b u t th e  extension is not necessarily central. T he  group M  is an Fj, iT-m odule. 
This leads to  a generalisation of the prim e covering a lgorithm , nam ely the £ -  
covering a lgorithm , which com putes a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for 
the  £ -covering group. T he G aussian elim ination a lgorithm  can not be employed 
to com pute  a vector space basis for the m odule M.  An a lgorithm , called vector 
enum era tion , is used. T he precise inpu t and o u tp u t of th is a lgorithm , w hen appned 
in th is con tex t, is described. It is shown th a t H is isom orphic to  a quotient of 
the d irect p rod u c t of the  £ -covering group and a certain  free m odule. Finally, an 
ep im orphism  of G onto  a quotient of this direct p rod u c t needs to  be com puted, 
which also yields a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for H.  T his again is 
a generalisation of the  construction  of the ep im orphism  onto  th e  p -quotien : in 
the  p rim e quotien t algorithm . W ith  the help of th e  basis of M  it is possible 
to  com pute  a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for the  soluble quotient, 
however add itional work m ay be required in order to  ob ta in  a labelled presentation.
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4.2 T h e so lu b le  ^ -series
D efin ition  4.1 Let G  be a  group. Let C — [ (p i ,c \ (p t,c* )] be a list of 
pairs consisting of a prim e, p ; , and a non-negative integer, C{, w ith  pi ^  Pt+i 
and Ci positive for i < k.  For 1 < i < k and  0 <  j  <  C{ define the  fist 
£i , j  =  [ ( p i , c i ) , . . .  , ( p i - i ,C i - i ) , ( p i , j ) ] .  Define £ i,o (G ) =  G.  For 1 <  i < k and  
1 <  <  Ci define the  subgroups
Cij(G) = P?(CiJ.(G))
and for 1 <  i <  k define the  subgroups
C i + l A G )  — £ i , c i ( G )
and C{G) = Ci:,Ck(G). Note th a t Cij(G) > Cij+i(G)  holds for j  < C{. 
T h e  c h a i n  o f  s u b g r o u p s
G = £ ll0(G ) >  C l t l (G) >■■■> C lfCl(G) = jC2,o(G) >  • • >  C k,Ck(G) = C ( G )
is called the soluble C-series  of G.  If C(G) =  (1) then  G is an  C-group.  If 
C(G) =£ (1) for C =  [ (p i ,c x ) , . . .  ,(pfc,Cfc — 1)] then  G is a strict  C -group.
Note th a t in the  definition of stric t £ -group only the  exponent- p k class of 
Ci,,o(G) is determ ined . For every finite soluble group G there  exists a no t neces­
sarily unique fist C such th a t G is a stric t £ -g ro u p .
Consider for exam ple a soluble group G w ith £ -series [(3, 2), (2, 2)] s u c h th a t  
the o rder of C \ ^ ( G ) / C \ ^ ( G )  is 32, the  order of C\ , \ ( G) / C \ ^ ( G )  is 3, the  o rder 
of £ 2 ,o(Gr) / £ 2,i(G ) is 210 and  the o rder of C 2 , \ {G) / C 2 ,2 {G)  is 255. T h en  th is can 
be displayed by the  following diagram .
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For a given i th e  series C i^ (G )  >  • • • >  Ci,Ci(G)  is an in itia l segm ent of th e  
lower exponen t-p i cen tral series of Ci^{G )  and  £ i ^ ( G ) / £ i , Ci(G)  is a p ;-g roup  of 
exponent p 7;-class a t m ost C{.
We use th e  following no ta tion .
C+p =
[(Pi, c i ( p f c , c fc +  1)], if P =  Pfc, 
[{pi, C l , (Pfc, Cf c) ,  (p, 1)], if p ^  Pfc.
T hen  C(G) /  (G)  is an elem entary  abelian p -g roup . F u rth er
C ~ p  =
[(P i, c i ), —  ,(p fc_ i,c* _ i)], if p =  Pfc, 
[ (P i,c i) , —  , (pfc, cfc)], if p /P f c -
4 .3  T h e  ^ -c o v e r in g  g ro u p
Let £  be the  list [ ( p i , c i ) , . . .  , (pfc,Cfc)], w here c,; is a non-negative integer for 
1 <  i <  fc, and  let K  be an £ -group w ith genera to r num ber d. Let F  be the free 
group of rank  d and  let 6 be an epim orphism  of F  on to  K .  Let p be a prim e and 
denote C~P( K ) by P  and let Fp  be the preim age in F  of P  u nder 6.
D e f in i t io n  4 .2  Let K  be a finite s tric t £ -group w ith  genera to r num ber d. A 
group i f  is a p-descendant  of K  if H  has genera to r num ber d and  H  is an 
£ -group, w here for some non-negative integer n
f [(P i, c i ) , . . .  , (pfc,cfc + n)], if p =  pfc,
£  =  \
[  [(Pi>ci), . . . , (pfc,Cfc), (p,n)] if p ^  pfc.
and  £ _p( i f )  is isom orphic to  K.  If i f  is a s tric t £ +p group, i.e. n  =  1, then  i f  
is an immediate p -descendant  of K.
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N ote th a t if K  is a p-group  these definitions are the  sam e as in  O ’B rien 
(1990).
T h e o r e m  4 .3  Let K  be a finite strict £ -group with generator number  d and p 
a prime.  There exists an £ +p -group K  with generator number d such that every 
immediate p-descendant of K  is isomorphic to a quotient of K .
P r o o f :  Let F  be th e  free group of rank  d and let R  be the  kernel of th e  epi-
m orphism  8 of F  on to  K .  Let Fp  be the preim age under 8 in F  of P  =  £ ~ P( K ) .  
Define S  to  be [Ä, F p ) R v and define the  group K  to  be F / S .  T h en  S  < R  and  
K  is a d -generato r group. Let H  be an im m ediate p -descendan t of K  an d  let 
v  be an ep im orphism  of H  onto  K.  T hen  there exists an ep im orph ism  8 from  
F  to  H  such th a t 8v = 8. Since R8  <  ker v  it follows th a t R 8  is an elem en tary  
abelian p -subgroup  of H,  which is central in Fp8.  Hence S8 = [R8 , F p 8] (R 8)p is 
the  iden tity  in H  and  thus H  is a hom om orphic im age of F / S .  §
If p is no t pk th en  P  is the  identity  and Fp  is R.  T herefore S  = [ R , R ] R P 
which is the rela tion  m odule of F / R  (see G ruenberg, 1976).
D e f in it io n  4 .4  T he group K  = F / S  w ith S = \R,  F p ] R p is the  £  -covering 
group of K  with respect to the prime p. A consistent power con jugate  p resen ta tio n  
{ A  I 7Z} for K  is an £  -covering presentation  of { A  \ 7Z}.
It should always be clear from  the  context which prim e p is chosen. T herefore 
K  is called th e  £ -covering group of K  w ithout reference to  p. If £  is th e  fist [(p, c)] 
then  an £ -group K  is a p -g roup  and the  /^-covering group K  is th e  p-covering 
group K*  of K .  O ’Brien (1990) shows th a t K*  is isom orphic to  F / [ R ,  F ] R P.
T he £ -covering group F / S  is the largest extension of F / R  by an  elem en­
ta ry  abelian p -g roup  such th a t the extension has the  sam e genera to r n u m b er as 
F / R  and F p / R  acts trivially on the elem entary abelian p -g roup . N ote th a t  the  
generato r num ber of F p / S  m ay be larger than  the genera to r n um ber of F p / R .  
T he p-covering group (F p / R )* of F p / R  is the largest extension of F p / R  by an 
elem entary  abelian  p -g roup  which has the  sam e genera to r nu m b er as F p / R  and  
F p / R  acts triv ially  on the  elem entary  abelian p-group.
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T he following theorem  asserts th a t the  isom orphism  type of F / S  is indepen­
den t of th e  choice of the  hom om orphism  6 from  F  to  K  and  thereby  independent 
of its kernel R.  It is valid also for the case th a t  C~P( F /  R)  is trivial.
T h e o r e m  4.5  Let Ri and R2 be normal subgroups of F  such that F / R \  and 
F /R 2  are C-groups. Furthermore, let U\ and U2 be subgroups of F  such that for 
* € { 1, 2}
•  Ri
•  Ui/Ri  < C~P(FP / Ri)
• U i/R i  is characteristic in F / Ri
and there exists an isomorphism p of F / R\ onto F / R 2, which restricts to 
an isomorphism of U \ /R \  onto [/2/Ä2. Then F / [ R \ , U\]R1/ is isomorphic to
f/[r2,u2}r<;.
P r o o f :  Let be a free genera ting  set for F. Define Si to  be
[Ri,Ui]Ri  for i G {1, 2}. Let u be the  canonical ep im orphism  of F / S\  onto 
F / R \ .  T hen  up  is an epim orphism  from  F / S\  on to  F/R2 .  Let G F  such th a t 
{biS \)up — a iR 2. Define a hom om orphism  p : F  F / S \  m app ing  ai to  biS\.  The 
m ap pup  is an epim orphism  from  F  onto F/R2 .  Let w ( a i , . . .  , a d) be in F. Then 
w ( a i , . . . ,  ad)pup S i , . . . , bdS i )u p  =  w ( a i R 2, . .. , a tlR 2) =  w(a1, . . .  , a d)R 2.
If w ( a i , . . . ,  ad) G R 2 it follows th a t its im age under pup  is the  identity  of 
F / R 2 and  hence R 2p <  ker(up)  = R1/S1.  If w(a \ , . . . ,  ad) G U2 it fol­
lows th a t its im age under pup  is in U2/R2-  T herefore U2p is a subgroup of 
(iU2/ R 2){up)~ l = ( U i / R \ ) u ~ l = U1/ S \ .  It follows S 2p = ([R2,U2}R2J,)p is a sub­
group of [Ri / S i , U\ / 5 i ] (R\  / 5 i )7' . Since the  elem ents of R \ / S \  are of order p and  
com m ute w ith U \ /S \ ,  we have th a t S 2 <  ker/?. Hence F / S \  is isom orphic to  a 
factor group of F / S 2- Similarly F / S 2 is isom orphic to  a factor group of F / S 1, 
and  therefore F / S \  = F / S 2. I
If the  subgroup Ui is chosen to  be C~p(Fp/ R i )  th en  th e  theorem  asserts th a t 
given a d -genera to r £ -g ro u p  G w ith P  — C~P{G ), the  choice of th e  epim orphism  
6 : F  —> G and  thus the  choice of R  =  ker 6 does no t influence the  isom orphism
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type of F/S.  We can also choose Ui = R{ and thus the choice of the epimorphism  
0 also has no impact on the isomorphism type of F/[R, R\RP.
4 .4  A n  ^ -coverin g  a lgorith m
The task of the £ -covering algorithm is to determine a labelled consistent 
power conjugate presentation for the £ -covering group of a soluble £ -group K.
• The input of the £ -covering algorithm is a labelled consistent power conjugate 
presentation for a soluble £ -group K  and a prime p.
• The output is a consistent power conjugate presentation for the soluble group 
K,  the £ -covering group of K  with respect to the prime p.
The £ -covering algorithm presented here first computes a finite presentation for 
K . It is shown that one can define a normal form for the elements in K  and that 
the finite presentation can be used like a power conjugate presentation to compute 
normal forms of elements of K . Applying a theorem which is a generalisation of 
the Consistency Theorem 2.7 allows the determination of a m odule presentation  
for the kernel of the natural epimorphism of K  onto K.  A vector space basis for 
this F7, K -module is computed by an algorithm, called vector enum eration, and 
this in turn enables the determination of a labelled consistent power conjugate 
presentation for K .
The individual steps of the algorithm are illustrated by the following example. 
Let £  be the list [(2 ,1), (3 ,1 ), (2,1)] and let p be the prime 2. The following is a 
consistent power conjugate presentation for the £ -group 64 , the sym m etric group 
on 4 letters with set of generators A =  { a ,6, c ,d}  and set of relations
U =  { a2 
6 "  
crt 
da
C,
b2 c,
c, ch — : d , c2
cd, db II = d, d? }.
4 .4 .1  A  f in ite  p r e se n ta t io n  for th e  £ -c o v e r in g  g r o u p
A finite presentation { A  | 71} for K  = F / S  is obtained in the following 
way. Let {A  | 71} be the labelled consistent power conjugate presentation for the
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£ -group K , where A  is the set { a i , . . . , a n} and
1Z =  {a?* =  v a , a <lk3 =  Ujj. | 1 <  z <  n , 1 <  J <  fc <  n } .
T hen {*4 | 7£} is a power conjugate presentation for K  w ith respect to a com po­
sition series which refines the soluble £ -series. Therefore there exists an r  such  
that {a i P , . . . ,  ar P }  generates K / P  and { a r+i , . . . ,  a n} generates P.  Let 5  be  
the num ber of relations in 1Z which are not definitions. T hen s =  (n  — l ) n / 2  -J- d. 
Introduce new generators { 7/ 1 , . . .  , y s }  and define A  =  { a i , . . .  , a n } U  { 2/ 1 , . . .  ,2/s}. 
We obtain  7Z in the following way:
1 ) initialise 1Z to contain all relations of 7Z which are definitions;
2) m odify each non-defining relation a1-' =  v a  or a k =  t of 1Z to read 
a1-' =  v a y t or a k =  Vj^yt for som e t £  { l , . . . , s } ,  where different non­
defining relations are m odified by different yt , and add the m odified relation  
to TZ\
3) add to R  all relations of the form [2 / 0  2/j[ ] — 1 for all norm al g =  i o ( a i , . . . ,  a r ) 
and 2/ f  =  1  for 1  <  i , j  <  s;
4) add to 7Z all relations y “ 1 =  y { for j  >  r and 1 <  t <  s.
We apply this to the exam ple of S 4 . The subgroup £3,0(54)  is a 2-group  
isom orphic to the Klein 4-group and is generated by c and d. Further, S 4 is 
generated by a and b. The definition of c is the relation with left-hand side 
a 2 and the definition of d  is the relation with left-hand side ch. We obtain the  
following presentation for :
A  =  {a,  6 , c , d , 2/1,2/2,2/3 , 3/4 , 2/5 ,2/6,2/7 ,2/8} and
II 
II
<N 
2
'-V-'
II c ,
b2c y i , &3 =  y2 ,
ca = C3/3, =  d , c 2 =  2/4,
da = cdyb, 0
"ä0II
-2"T3 d c =  dy7, d2 =  2/ 8 ,
yt =  2/i, fo r  1 <  i <  8 ,
Vi =  2/», fo r  1 <  z <  8 ,
[yi>y9j] -  1 fo r  1 <  <  8 a n d  g £  { a ,  a 6 , 6 } } .
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C onsider the  following diagram .
M
F
FP
R
S
K
P
T he subgroup R / S , denoted by M , is the  kernel of th e  n a tu ra l ep im orphism  
of K  to  K  and can be characterised  as follows. It is the  m ax im al F7, K -m odule 
by which K  can be extended  so th a t P  acts trivially  on M  and  th e  extension 
has th e  sam e genera to r num ber as K.  T hus M  is an Fp ( K / P ) -m odule. Let Y  
be the  free Fp ( K / P )-m odule on { t/i, . . . ,  ya}. T he m odule M  is a hom om orphic 
im age of Y.  T he kernel of the hom om orphism  from  Y  on to  M  can  be com puted  
effectively. In o rder to  see this, we study  the  finite p resen ta tio n  for the  group K  
in m ore detail.
4 .4 .2  C o l le c t in g  in  K
O ne can collect in th e  group K  relative to  { A  \ 7Z}. T he definition of a
norm al w ord can be generalised for this p resen ta tion  in th e  following way. A word
in Ä  is norm al if it is of the  form  w ( a i , . . . ,  an ) • I I i=1y { ', w here w [ a \ , . . . ,  an ) is
a norm al w ord in { a i , . . . , a n } and /* is an elem ent of Fp (K / P ). T he following
steps, referred  to  as “collection in K ”, can be applied to  every w ord in A .  For
/ ,  f  £  ( K / P )  and  1 <  fc, l < s and 1 <  z, j  < n
f f *  f1 f1) replace y{ y Jk by y Jk yf  for k < /;
2) replace y fk y fk by y[+f  ;
3a) replace y [ a j  by aiy[f "l)a j ~ l if q > 1;
3b) replace y fk a{ by aiy[fai
4) replace a1/' by u , w here a1/' =  v is a relation in 7£;
5) replace aja{ by a ?;v, w here a-'  — v is a relation in 7Z for i < j .
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In each step a word is replaced by another word representing the same element 
of K . After applying a finite number of these steps to any word it is replaced by 
a normal word. This can be proved in a way similar to proving that a collection 
process computes a normal word after applying finitely many collection steps. 
Rules 1 ), 2) and 3) use the fact that M  is an Fp ( K / P ) -module. Note that 4) and 
5) resemble collection steps in a collection algorithm, where the power conjugate 
presentation is used to determine the replacement.
Collection in K  is illustrated by collecting the word b(ba) in S 4 . In order 
to display which rule has been used, the generators involved are underlined and 
marked with the number of the applied rule.
b(ba 5) 6 a 5)62cy! 
ab2cy i ^ 3a)cyi 
ab2cby\b ct/i 
ab2cb2y f c u yi
a62c62cy fy i_ 2)
ab2cbr_ b)cy\  +1 
abz dbcy[ + 1 
ay 2 d n)bcy\ +1 
ady2b cyj* +1 
adby'lc ^ y \  + 1 
adbcy \ y \  +1 i} 
ad65)cyj + 1yJ 
abcdy6c n ) yi + l y\  
abcdcyQy\  +1 ^ y 2
1  ^ 1 1 1
abcdcy1 y6y 2
abcdc5)y l ^ y2y6 
abc^^)dy1y \  + 1y 2y G 
ahy ^ d n ) y 7y  1 + l y \ y G
i 2 I i  »
abdyAy7y l ^ y$y6 
abdy\  + l y \ y4 yGyi
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T he following lem m a sta tes th a t two equivalent no rm al w ords can  differ only 
by a  m odule word in Y.
L e m m a  4 .6  Let w be an arbitrary word in  { a i , . . . ,  a n } U { y i , . . . ,  ya}. Then  
there exists a unique norm al word v in { a i , . . . , a n } such that any norm al word 
in K  equivalent to w has the fo rm  v • .
P r o o f :  T he existence of the  unique norm al w ord v follows from  th e  fact th a t
{ A  I 7Z} is a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for K .  I
A consequence of this lem m a is th a t the  m ap  <f> : K  —> K  w hich m aps a word 
in K  to  its unique norm al word in { a i , . . .  , a n } is an ep im orphism .
T he following theorem , which is som etim es referred  to  as th e  “Consistency 
T h eo rem ” (see T heorem  2.7), allows us to  describe th e  kernel of th e  hom om orphism  
from  Y  onto  M  =  R / S  in a m anner suitable for com p u ta tio n . It considers certain  
non-norm al words in K .
T h e o r e m  4 .7
Let Y  be the free Fp ( K / P)-module  on { t/ i , . .  . , and  { A  \ 7Z} the presenta­
tion for  the extension K  of K  as defined above. Let W  consist of the following 
consistency test words in { a i , . . . , a n} :
(a k aj ) ai a k i aj ai)
- l
«K J ' - 1 ( ° i
-1
( a D  a i a i ( a D
- i
for  1 < i < j < k < n 1 
for  1 <  j  <  k <  n,  
for  1 <  i <  j  £; 
for 1 <  i <  n
and let T  be the set of elements obtained by collecting the words in W  with 
respect to { A  \ TZ}. Then T  consists of words in Y  and M  is isomorphic to
Y / ( T F r ( K / P ) ) .
P ro o f:  T he elem ents of W  represent the  iden tity  elem ent in K .  By L em m a 4.6
the  elem ents of T  are w ords in Y.  D enote TFp ( K / P )  by (T ). Let fi : Y  —> M
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be th e  ep im orphism  m apping  yi in Y  to  yi in M.  Since th e  elem ents of W  are 
the  iden tity  in  K  it follows th a t  the elem ents of T, w hen viewed as elem ents of 
y , are  m ap p ed  to  th e  identity  elem ent of M,  hence (T ) C ker/z. T herefore Y / (T) 
has a  fac to r m odule isom orphic to  M.
We now define a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tio n  for K  ex tended  by 
Y/(T)  such th a t  the  extension is a d -generato r g roup. Since M  is th e  largest 
Fp ( K / P )-m odu le  w ith  these properties it follows th a t  Y / (T) is isom orphic to  M.
Let {&i, . . . ,  b7n} be a vector space basis for Y/(T).  T h en  each elem ent yi(T) 
can be expressed uniquely in the  basis elem ents. T herefore we o b ta in  a power 
con jugate  p resen ta tio n  {*4 | 7Z} for an extension of K  by Y / (T) in th e  following 
way from  the  p resen ta tion  {A  | 7Z}:
Let A  be A  U {&i, . . .  , &m}.
1) replace every occurrence of an elem ent yi on th e  righ t h an d  side of a relation 
in 7Z w ith  left han d  side a word in A , by th e  corresponding  w ord for yi(T) 
in the  basis and add  th is modified relation to  7Z\
2) add  to  7Z th e  relations b'-3 =  W{(bi , . . . ,  bin) for all 1 <  i < m  and  1 <  j <  r > 
w here Wi{b\ , . . . ,  &m ) is determ ined  by the action of aj  on 6 ;^
3) add  to  7Z th e  relations b'- 3 =  6i for 1 <  i <  m  and  r +  1 <  j  <  n ;
4) add to  Ü  the  relations bh-x =  for 1 <  i < j  <  m  and  th e  relations b1- =  1 
for 1 <  i <  m .
We now show th a t {*4 | 7Z} is consistent. Let K  denote the  group defined by 
{A  I 7Z}. Since the  elem ents of W  collect to elem ents of (T) they  are the  trivial 
word in K .
T he consistency of { A  \ 7Z} is proved by applying T heorem  2.7. We only need 
to  consider consistency relations which involve a t least one elem ent of the  basis. 
Any consistency relation which involves only basis elem ents holds, since the basis 
is a basis for a vector space over Fp .
C onsider the  word b^ajai .  A pplying a collection process to  (bkdj)di  w ith 
respect to  { A  | 71} yields ajb^3 ai which collects to  ajCLi{b<lk3 )tt* and  finally to 
aivij(b<k a%). O n th e  o ther han d  bk(cLjai) collects to  b^aiVij w hich in tu rn  collects 
to  aiVijb^Ltl>ti\  Since a‘) and  are the sam e m odule elem ent they  have
the  sam e norm al form  in the  basis.
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C onsider the  word b^bjCLi. A pplying a collection process to  (bkbj)ai  w ith re­
spect to  { A  I i t }  yields bjbkCLi which collects to  aib^'b^' . O n the  o ther hand  
bk(bjcii) collects to  bkCLib“* which collects to  aib^'b“'.  T herefore the  first con­
sistency rela tion  in T heorem  2.7 holds. Sim ilarly one can prove th a t  the  other 
relations also hold and  therefore { A  | 7^} is a consistent pow er conjugate presen­
ta tio n . I
In collecting the  words in W  w ith respect to  the  p resen ta tion  { A  \ iZ} we 
o b ta in  a set T  which generates th e  kernel of the  ep im orphism  of the  free Fp ( K / P ) -  
m odule Y  onto the  m odule M .
In the  exam ple T  is the set
{ 2/2 ,
( u + 1 )
2/3
2/3 2/7,
( l  +  a-f-b2) (1 +  b2) (l +  i»-(-62) (l-|-f>2)
2/i 2/2 2/3 2/s 2/c 2/7,
y {i +h)V(,VT
2/4 2/5 2/g ,
(l+t+fc2)
2/i 2/3 2/5 2/ g 2/7,
( n + l )
2/3 2/0 2/7
( i+ f> )  
2/32/0 2/7
( « - f l )
2/22/3 2/4 2/0 ,
(M-fc2) b b 
2/5 2/g2/7>
(l-\-b2) (a-f-fc) (1 -\-b) I, 
2/2 2/3 2/4 2/5 2/g 2/7:
In the  proof of the previous theorem  it was assum ed th a t we have
• a vector space basis { & i , . . . ,6 m} for th e  F;, ( K / P )-m odule Y / (T);
• an expression in the  basis for b‘-J for 1 <  i < m  and  1 < j  <  r;
• an expression in the  basis for y i (T ) for 1 < i < s.
W here such inform ation is available the  proof yields a constructive m ethod to 
ob ta in  a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  { A  | TZ} for K . We now describe
an algorithm  which m ay be used to  ob ta in  this in form ation.
4 .4 .3  C o m p u tin g  a v e c to r  sp a ce  b a s is  for a m o d u le
L eedham -G reen (private com m unication, 1991) suggested using an algorithm  
to  enum erate  a basis for th e  Fp ( K / P )-m odule M  in o rder to  be able to  ob ta in  a
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pow er conjugate  p resen ta tion  for F / S .  Such an algorithm , called vector enum er­
ation , is described in L inton ( 1991).
It is used w ith  the  following inpu t:
1) a consistent pow er conjugate p resen ta tion  for K\
2) the  set of free generato rs for Y ;
3) a set T.
T he o u tp u t is:
1) an Fy,-basis { f e i , . . . , 6m } for M ;
2) the  m a trix  action of each genera to r of K / P  in the  power conjugate p resen­
ta tio n  of K / P  on M  w ith  respect to  the  com puted  basis;
3) an expression in the  com puted  basis for Vi(T) for 1 <  i <  s.
This o u tp u t is used to  ob ta in  a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for 
the  extension K  of K  by M  using the  m ethod  described in the  p roof of T heorem  
4 .7 .
We illu stra te  the  technique by reference to our exam ple. T he vector enum era­
to r w ith in p u t { A  I 77.}, th e  set {3/1,2/2 ? 2/3 7 2/4 ? 2/5 7 2 /g ? 2/7} and  T  as above com putes 
a m odule basis for the  m odule M.  T he basis has five elem ents {e, / ,  g, h, 2} defined 
by e =  y i , /  =  7/2, 9 — 93, h =  e(L and i — eh. F u rth er the  vector enum era to r gives 
the action of a and b on the  m odule basis, while the  elem ents c and d act trivially. 
The inform ation  re tu rn ed  by the  vector enum era to r can be used to construct the  
following consistent pow er conjugate p resen ta tion  for the £ -covering group S4 : 
{a, 6, c, d, e, / ,  g , h, i ,  j  j
a2 =  c ,
ba =  62ce, 63,
ca = c, cb = d, c2 = / ,
da =  cdg , dh =  cdh, dc = dgh , d 2 =  i ,
ett =  j , eb = j ,  ec = e, ed =  e, e2,
f a = f ,  f h =  *, r = f ,
9a = f h ,  gb =  hi, gc = g ,
ha = f g ,  h b =  gi , hc = h,
ia = f g h i , i b = f g h i , i c = 2,
j a = e, j b = e f g i j , j c = j ,
/* = /,  / e = / , / 2,
= 0, 0e = 9 ,  g f  =  9 ,  £2,
hd =  h, he =  h , h? = h, h9 = h, h2,
id =  2,  i e —  i , = 2 ,  2fl =  2,  2 /(- — 2,  22 ,
3d =  j ,  j e =  J, 7-/ =  3, j g =  3, j h =  3■>31 = 3,3 '}•
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From  the  p resen ta tion  we can read  off th a t 64 has order 293 =  1536. The 
group C~ 2 ( S 4) has order 28 and  is genera ted  by {c, d, e, / ,  <7, /i, i, j }. I t is the 
d irect p ro d u c t of the  norm al subgroups (c,d) and  (e , j ,  fg i )  of S ±. In  general, 
the  preim age P  of P  = C~P( K ) is a no rm al subgroup of C~P(K) .  I t contains a 
norm al subgroup , nam ely P  fl M.  Note th a t r  was defined such th a t  th e  subset 
{ar+ i , . . . ,  a n } of A  generates P . A generating  set for the  no rm al subgroup  P f lM  
is the  union of the  set {ya \ ap = va is a relation in 7Z for i >  r}  and  the set 
{Vij I a“3 = aiVij is a relation in TZ for i , j  >  r} . It can thus be ob ta ined  from  the 
power conjugate p resen ta tion  for K .
T he group ring Fj, ( K / P )  in the  exam ple is isom orphic to  F2.S3. We can in­
vestigate the  m odule s tru c tu re  of M  as an »S'3 -m odule fu rther. T he subm odule 
P f l M  is th e  direct sum  of (f i , g h i ) and  (gh). Its  m odule com plem ent ( e , j , f g i )  
is a d irect sum  of a one dim ensional and  a two dim ensional m odule. It has the 
decom position (fgi)  ® (ej , e f g i ) . This decom position depends on th e  specific ex­
am ple.
4 .4 .4  O b ta in in g  a la b e lle d  p r e se n ta tio n
In some cases add itional work is necessary to transfo rm  the  consistent power 
conjugate p resen ta tion  { A  | 7v} of K  in to  a labelled p resen ta tion . It is possible 
th a t a basis vector bi does not occur as the  last elem ent of the  right hand  side of a 
relation in 1Z and thus no relation can be chosen as the  definition of b{. In this case 
we proceed as follows. For each basis vector bi choose a relation which contains 
bi in its righ t hand  side as the  definition of 6{, ensuring th a t th is re la tion  is not 
chosen as the  definition of any o ther basis vector. A ssum e th a t  for th e  elem ent 6,; 
the right hand  side of its defining relation has th e  form
w i ( cli , . . . ,  an) - w 2( b i , . . . , b i - i )  • w 3( b i , . . .  ,6m).
Define the  elem ent bi to  be w 3 (bi , . . .  , brn). Obviously { & ! ,.. . ,  6m} is again a 
vector space basis for M  and  the  action of the genera to r aj  of K j P  on this basis 
can be com puted  as th e  action of aj on 103(6^,... ,  6m) and  expressing the  result
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in the new basis. A labelled consistent power conjugate presentation for K  is 
obtained by performing a base change.
The power conjugate presentation for S4 given above is already a labelled 
power conjugate presentation, where c, d, e, / ,  g , h, i and j  are defined by the 
relations with left hand sides a2, cb, fca, c2, da, db, d2 and ett, respectively. Every 
extension of S4 by an elementary abelian 2 -group M  such that the Klein 4-group 
acts trivially on M  and the extension has generator number 2 is isomorphic to a 
quotient of the group defined by this presentation.
4.5 A  so lu b le  q u o t ie n t  a lg o r ith m
The soluble quotient algorithm presented here computes a power conjugate 
presentation for a quotient G / C(G)  of a finitely presented group G , where the pre­
sentation exhibits a com position series of the quotient group which is a refinement 
of the soluble £ -series. It takes as input:
1) a finite presentation { g i t . . . , g b  | n(<7ii • • •, <7b), • • • • • • ,£&)} for G\
2) a list £  — [ (pi jCi) , . . .  ,(pjfc,cjb)], where each p,; is a prime, pi ^  pi+i ,  and 
each C{ is a positive integer.
The output is:
1) a labelled power conjugate presentation for G / £ (G)  exhibiting a composition  
series refining the soluble £ -series of this quotient;
2) a labelled epimorphism r  : G-^»G/ £( G) .
The algorithm proceeds by computing power conjugate presentations for the 
quotients G / C i j ( G )  in turn. W ithout loss of generality assum e that a power 
conjugate presentation for G / C i j ( G )  has been computed for j  <  C{. The ba­
sic step computes a power conjugate presentation for G / Ci j + i ( G) .  The group 
£*, j (G) / £ i , j + i { G)  is a pi-group. The basic step takes as input:
1) the finite presentation for G ;
2) a labelled consistent power conjugate presentation for the finite soluble quo­
tient K  =  G / C i j ( G )  of G with j  <  C{ which refines the £-series of K \
3) a labelled epimorphism 9 : G^»K.
The output is:
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1) a labelled consistent power conjugate presentation for the finite soluble group
H = G/ Cij+i(G),  exhibiting a composition series refining the £-series of H\
2) an epimorphism <f> : H - » K ;
3) a labelled epimorphism r  : G—»H with r</> = 9.
If during the basic step it is discovered that Cij(G) = Cij+i(G),  then  
£t+i,o(G 0 is set to Cij(G).
The basic step is illustrated by the following diagram, where the input is 
described on the left and the output is described on the right. Put p =  p{, let P 
denote and P  denote If j  =  0 then P  is trivial. The elementary
abelian p-group ker </> is denoted by TV. The group P  acts trivially on TV; thus 
P is a central extension of P by TV, and P is a p -group of exponent-p class at 
most one larger than the exponent-p class of P.
9 4> T
G V  H
p » - 1 P P
ker 9 (1) N
(1)
G
P r ~ l
ker r
The subgroup TV =  ker</> plays a role similar to that of the subgroup M  in 
the ^-covering algorithm. It is the maximal F;, TV-module by which K  can be 
extended so that P acts trivially on TV and the extension is an epimorphic image 
of G. Thus TV is an IF^ ( K / P ) -module. If P is non-trivial the extension of K  by 
TV has the same generator number as TV, because, by Burnside’s Basis Theorem  
2 . 2 ,  the generator number of the extension of P by TV is already determined 
by the generator number of P. If P is non-trivial the module M  is the largest 
Fp TV-module by which K  can be extended such that the extension has the same 
generator number as K  and P  acts trivially on M.  Therefore TV is a factor 
module of M.  If P  is trivial and TV is the largest Fp K  -module by which K  can 
be extended such that the extension is a homomorphic image of (7, it does not
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follow th a t  N  is isom orphic to  a  factor m odule of M , since the  extension  m ay have 
a larger genera to r num ber th a n  K .  However, in bo th  cases we can w rite down a 
finite p resen ta tion  for th e  extension.
T his p resen ta tio n  is ob ta ined  as follows. Let { A  \ 71} be th e  supplied consis­
ten t pow er conjugate  p resen ta tion  for K ,  where A  =  { a i , . . .  , a n } and
71 =  {a?‘ =  v u , aiLkJ =  Vjk I 1 <  i <  n , 1 <  j  <  k <  n} .
Let { A  I 71} w ith  A  =  { a i , . . . ,  a n , y \ , . . . ,  y a } be the  finite p resen ta tio n  for K  as 
calculated  by th e  £ -covering algorithm . T hen G / £ t,j+ i(G 0  is isom orphic to  a quo­
tien t of K , if P  is nontriv ial. If P  is trivial, the generato r num ber of G / C i j + i ( G )  
m ay be larger th a n  the  genera to r num ber of G / C i j ( G ) .  Since G / £ i j + i ( G )  has 
a consistent pow er conjugate p resen ta tion  refining its £ -series it follows th a t any 
additional genera to rs he in C i j ( G ) / C i j + i ( G ) .  Therefore N  is isom orphic to  a 
quotient of th e  d irect p rod u c t Z  of the  free Fp ( K / P )-m odu le  Y  and  the  free 
FJt ( K / P )-m odu le  on the  additional generators. Let t be th e  num ber of generators 
of G whose im ages under 0 are not definitions, then  t =  b — d, w here b is the  
num ber of genera to rs of G in  th e  finite presen ta tion  and d is th e  genera to r num ber 
of K.  Add new generato rs { z i , . . . , z t }  to A.  T he set of relations 71 is m odified 
in the  following m anner.
1) add to  R  all relations of th e  form  [zT ,z^] =  1, [ykiz j] =  1 a n d [zi>2/'fc] — 1 f° r 
all no rm al g =  w ( d i , . . . ,  a r ) for 1 <  i , j  <  t and 1 <  k <  m  and  all relations 
z? =  1 for 1 <  i <  t;
2) add to  R  all rela tions z “j =  z- for j  >  r for 1 <  i <  t.
T he group K  defined by { A  \ 71} has G / £ j j + i ( G )  as a fac to r group. It is 
called the  extended £ -covering group of K  and { A  | 71} is th e  extended £ -covering 
presentation.  Define a m ap  a  from  {<7i, • • . ,  to  the  group K  by g° — g^z^ if 
g°t is non-defining and  g? =  g f  if g°{ is defining. T he m ap a  is called th e  extended 
m ap.
T he basic step  is illu s tra ted  by an exam ple. Consider th e  g roup G defined by 
th e  following finite p resen ta tion  {x ,y  | x 8, y 3, ( x~1y )2, ( yx 3y x ) 2 =  x4}. Let £  be 
the  list [(2 ,1), (3 ,1 ), (2, 2)]. T hen  it can be shown th a t G / C z , \ { G )  is isom orphic
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to  S 4. A labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for 54 was given above. 
T he in p u t for th e  basic step is the  finite p resen ta tion  for G } th e  labelled consistent 
power conjugate p resen ta tion  for 54 and  the  epim orphism  6 : G —> G /C z , \ (G )  
defined by 1 h  a  and  y b. T he im ages of 0 are the  definitions of a and  6, 
respectively. We have previously determ ined  a p resen ta tion  for 54. This is also 
th e  ex tended  £ -covering p resen ta tion  since bo th  im ages of 0 are definitions. T he 
m ap a  is th e  m ap  from  G to  K  which m aps x to  a and y  to  6. Using th e  m ap 
a  th e  kernel of the  hom om orphism  from  Z  onto  N  can be com puted  effectively.
T h e o r e m  4 .8
Let T  be the set of elements in Theorem 4.7. Let U = , . . .  , gft ) | 1 <  i <  m }
be the set of elements of Z  obtained by evaluating the relators of G in the 
images of the generators of G under the map a. Then N  is isomorphic to
Z / ( ( T u U ) F „ ( K / P ) ) .
P r o o f :  C onsider the  factor group H  of K  ob ta ined  by ex tending  K  by
Z / ( ( T  U U)Fp ( K / P ) ) .  T hen  H  is generated  by g f , . . . ,  g£ . Since the  relations 
of G hold in H it follows th a t it is a hom om orphic im age of G / £ i , j ( G ) .  By con­
struction  H has G / Cij(G)  as a hom om orphic im age, hence H is isom orphic to  
G/Cij(G).  1
In our exam ple U is the  set
T he vector en u m era to r was used to  com pute a vector space basis for the  
m odule M  in the  £ -covering algorithm . Here it is em ployed to  com pute a vector 
space basis for the  m odule N  = Z / ( ( T  U U) Fp (K / P )). It takes as inpu t
1) a consistent pow er-conjugate p resen ta tion  for K \
2) the  set of generato rs for Z\
3) the  set of relations T  U U.
The o u tp u t is
1) an F?>-basis for N ;
2) an  expression in th is basis for the im age under the  generators of K / P  of every 
basis elem ent;
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3) expressions for the  im ages of the  Fp ( K  /  P )-generato rs of Z  in  te rm s of the
basis elem ents.
T his o u tp u t is used to  ob ta in  a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for the  
extension H  of K  by N , an epim orphism  r  from  G to  H  and  an  epim orphism  
<f> from  H  to  K.  T he m ethod  for constructing  th e  consisten t pow er conjugate 
p resen ta tio n  is again the m ethod  described in th e  proof of T heorem  4.7. T he 
hom om orphism  r  from  G to  H  is obtained by replacing th e  elem ents Z{ in the 
m ap  a  by th e  corresponding word in the basis for N.  This yields an epim orphism  
by T heorem  4.8. As poin ted  ou t earlier a base change for th e  vector space basis 
of the  m odule N  m ay be necessary in order to ob ta in  a labelled consistent power 
conjugate  p resen ta tion  for H . A base change m ay also be necessary in o rder to 
tran sfo rm  r  in to  a labelled hom om orphism . The m ap r  is an  ep im orphism , since 
all th e  genera to rs of H  are either defined as images of the  genera to rs  of G under 
r  or by definitions in the power conjugate p resen ta tion  of H  on the  im ages of 
those generato rs.
T he vector enum era to r is em ployed to  com pute a vector space basis for the 
m odule Z / ( ( T  U U)\~2 ( K  /  P))  in the previous exam ple. T he vector enum erato r 
re tu rn s  the  basis { e , / ,  g} defined by e =  y^, /  =  and  g = y$- Again, the 
vector en u m era to r gives the action of a and b on this basis, while c and d act 
trivially. T he in form ation  is used to construct for the  quo tien t H  =  G /  C±,o(G) 
the  following labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion :
{ a , b , c , d , e , f , g  I
ba =  62c,
c = c, c l) =  d , c2 =  e,
Pi
­ ll d 1' =  c d g , Ö5II
u■X3 d 2 =  e f ,
ea = e , e h =  e f , ec =  e, e d =  e, e2,
f a = e g , f b = e f g , r  = f, f d = / , 0
> II to
g a  =  e f , g h =  e, 9C =  9, 9d =  9, g c = g ,  g f  = g ,  g 2 }
and  th e  labelled epim orphism l r  from  G onto G/ C±,q(G)  defined by x 1—» a and
y b. Hence in th is exam ple G has a hom om orphic im age isom orphic to  a factor 
group of S±. In fact G is an extension of S± by a group N  of o rder 23. T he
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group N  is genera ted  by {c2, d2, [d, c]} and therefore £  2(H)  is isom orphic to  
the  2 -covering group of th e  Klein-4 group.
4.6 C o n clu sio n
In th e  discussion of th e  soluble quotien t algorithm  in th is ch ap te r we assum ed 
th a t a  list £ ,  specifying an £ -series of a given finitely presen ted  group , was sup ­
plied as in p u t to  the  algorithm  together w ith the finite p resen ta tion  of the  group. 
In practice th e  d e term ina tion  of the  £ -series is an im p o rtan t aspect. It is desir­
able to  investigate m ethods for obtain ing  an £ -series for a given finitely presented  
group.
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C h a p te r  5
P ra c t ic a l  a sp e c ts
o f th e  so lub le  q u o tie n t a lg o r ith m
In th is ch ap ter we consider some practical aspects of two soluble quotient al­
go rithm s, nam ely th e  one described in th is thesis and the  one proposed  by Plesken 
(1987). We begin w ith  a brief discussion of an im plem en tation  of th e  first, referred 
to  as the  ANU Soluble Q uotient P rogram . This is followed by a brief description 
of th e  algorithm  proposed by Plesken and a m ention of W egner’s im plem entation  
of it. We s tudy  the  perform ance of bo th  im plem entations on som e te st exam ples 
and  discuss the  p ractica l advantages and disadvantages of the  two approaches.
5.1 Im p lem en ta tio n  o f  th e  a lg o r ith m
T he soluble quotien t algorithm  as described in th is thesis has been im ple­
m ented  in C . In th is chap ter the  a tten tio n  lies on som e of th e  im plem entational 
aspects of th e  algorithm . In particu lar an outhne of the  a lgorithm  is given. P rac ­
tical aspects, not considered in the theoretical description of the  last chap ter, are 
poin ted  ou t here.
Let {gi i • - • i gi> \ r \ ( g i , . . .  ,£ / , ) , . . . , r in(gu . ..  ,p/,)} be a finite p resen ta tion  for 
a group G and  let C be th e  list [(p i, c \ ) , . . . ,  (p/;, c*;)], w here pi is a prim e and  Ci a 
positive in teger for 1 < i < k and  pi ^  Pi+i for i <  k. In  th e  following we identify 
a group w ith the  p resen ta tion  by which it is given, so th e  sym bol G  denotes the
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group G  given by the above finite presentation. The function SolubleQuotient[)  
com putes a consistent power conjugate presentation for G /C (G ) .
Soluble Quotient(G, C)
** Initially compute the largest pi -quotient K  of G 
** of exponent-pi class at most c\ represented by a 
** labelled consistent power conjugate presentation and 
** compute an epimorphism 6 from G to K . This is 
** done by the function pQuotient(f) and incorporates 
** the methods described in Chapter 3.
(K ,  6) := p Q u o t i e n t ( G , p i , c i ) ; 
for i in [2 . . .  k] do
** Compute the largest extension of K  by a pi-group of 
** exponent pi class at most Ci on which the C~Vi( K )
** acts trivially and the extension is a homomorphic 
** image of G . 
maxclass :=  ct ;
j  :=  1;
while j  <  — maxclass do
** Repeat the basic step which is performed by the 
** fu n c t ion  Extensionif).
( H , t ) =  Extension(G, K , 9 , p i ) ; 
if H — K  then
** K  could not be extended further leave while loop 
j  := maxclass  +  1;
fi;
j  ■= j  +  l;
** set the variables for the next iteration
K  := H-
6 := r; 
od; 
od;
return (X , 6);
end;
The following is an outline of the basic step performed by E xte n s ion ^ ) . In the 
description the module N  denotes the kernel of the map r  from H  to ÜT, where 
K  is the group supplied in the input and H  and r are to be com puted (see 4.5).
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** G is given by the finite presentation. The group 
** K  is given by a labelled consistent power conjugate 
** presentation and 6 is an epimorphism of G onto 
** K.
Extension(G, K , 0 ,p i )
** The function ExtendPresentation() computes a pre- 
** sentation for the extended C-covering group K  and 
** the extended map a.
(K ,cr ) ExtendPresentation(G, K ,0 ,p i) ]
** The function Consistency() collects the_ set of con- 
** sistency test words W  with respect to K .
T := Consistency(W,K);
** The function Evaluate() evaluates the relators of G 
** in the images of a with respect to K .
U := Evaluate({r i(a(g i) , . . .  ,(r(gb) ) , . . .  , r m(<r(p i),. . <r( <?*,))}) ;
** Compute a vector space basis B  for the module N  .
B := VectorEnumerator(K , G e n e r a t o r s ( K \ K ) , T  -f- U, p i ) ;
** Compute a labelled consistent power conjugate pre- 
** sentation for the extension H  of K  by N  using 
** the basis B  for N. A base change may be necessary 
** for determining a labelled power conjugate presen- 
** tation for H. The function PCPresentation( ) per- 
** forms these tasks.
(H,  r )  :=  P C P r e s e n ta t io n ( K , <r, 2?); 
return ( /f ,  r ) ;
end;
T he function ExtendPresentation() takes as inpu t a finite p resen ta tion  for a 
group G , a labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  {*4 | 7Z} for the  group 
K  and  a prim e p i . It com putes {^4 | 7£}, the  extended £ -covering  presenta tion  
for the  group ÜT, and the  ex tended  m ap a  from  the  set of genera to rs of G to  K.
T here  are various strateg ies for the  function ExtendP res entation[ ) , which dif­
fer in th a t they  define different num bers of new generators. T his can be im p o rtan t 
for the  perform ance of the vector enum era to r as is shown la te r on in this chapter.
C onsider the  case w here th e  p i -subgroup P  of K  is non-triv ial. Since the 
power conjugate p resen ta tion  of K  exhibits a com position series which is a refine­
m ent of the  £ -series of /v, there  is a subset A p  — { a r+1, . . . ,  a n } of A  which 
generates P. Let 7Zp be the  subset of 1Z containing those relations whose left 
h an d  sides only involve generators ai w ith  i > r.  T hen  { A p  | 7Zp}  is a consis­
ten t pow er conjugate p resen ta tion  for P. A ssum e th a t th is p resen ta tio n  is labelled.
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T he p rim e covering algorithm  described in C h ap te r 3 defines a no t necessarily con­
sisten t pow er conjugate presenta tion  for the  p-covering group of P. L em m a 3.9 
shows th a t  it suffices to  add new generators { x i , . . . , x a} only to  a  sm all subset 
T  of re la tions in 7Zp.  All o ther generators necessary to  com pute  th e  p-covering 
p resen ta tio n  of { A p  | P p }  can be expressed as words in T  by collecting the  
w ords of a certa in  subset of the  set W  of consistency te st words in T heorem  3.11. 
Let { A p  I P p }  be th e  power conjugate p resen ta tion  ob ta ined  for th e  p-covering 
group P* of P  using the m ethods of C hap ter 3. T he finite p resen ta tio n  { A  \ P }  
for th e  ex tended  £ -covering group of K  is then  ob ta ined  in th e  following way. 
Initialise A  to  be A p  and R  to  be P p .  Let t be the  num ber of relations in P  
whose left han d  side involves at least one genera to r a{ w ith  i <  r plus the  num ber 
of genera to rs of G  whose im ages under 6 are not definitions. A dd new generators 
{ p i , . . .  , pt } to  A.  T he set of relations P  is ob ta ined  in th e  following way.
1) m odify each non-defining relation of P  of the  form  a1-1 =  va  w ith  i < r
or a — v-jk w ith  j  <  r to  read a7-1 = v a y in or a'l1 — Vjky7n for some 
m  £ {1 ,. w here different non-defining relations are m odified by different
p7U, and  add the  modified relation to  P ;
2) add  to  R  all relations of the form [yi , y !- ] =  1, =  1 and  [y i , x !/k} =  1 
for all norm al g =  w ( a i , . . .  , ar ) for 1 <  i , j  <  t and  1 < k < s and all 
relations y \  — 1 for 1 <  i <  t;
3) add  to  R  all relations y “3 = y i for j  > r for 1 < i < t.
Define a m ap a  from  {<7i, • • •, to  the group given by the  ex tended  £ -  
covering p resen ta tion  by g? = pfpjt if pf is non-defining and  g ? =  p f if p f is 
defining. T his uses up the  rem aining elem ents of { y i , . . .  ,Pt}- T he m ap  a  is the 
ex tended  m ap.
Let dp  be the  genera to r num ber of P. T he to ta l num ber of new generators 
in troduced  is less th a n  (n  — r ) ( r  -f dp)  +  r ( r  — l ) / 2  — d p (d p  +  1 ) /2  +  b. I t is thus 
sm aller th a n  the  num ber of new generators in troduced  by th e  previous algorithm , 
which is n{n  — l ) / 2  +  b. T he bigger the ratio  (n — r ) / n  th e  bigger is th e  saving. 
T he grow th  in the  to ta l num ber of new generators is su b q u ad ra tic . This s tra tegy  
is realised by th e  function ExtendPresentation2().
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ExtendPresentation2(G, { A  | 7Z} ,0 ,p)
** Compute the p-covering presentation for P * , the 
** p-covering group of P.
P  := C~p(K)-
let r be such that ar_|_i,. . . ,  an in A  generateP ;
** The function p C o v e r {) computes a not necessarily 
** consistent presentation for the p-covering group of 
** P  as described in 3.1
{ Ä  I Ü }  := p C o v e r ( P ,p );
k := 1;
for i in [1 . . .  r] do
for j  in [ 1 . . .  n] do 
if j  ^  i then
if a 1-' =  V{j not a definition then 
add y k to A;
add the relation a"-' =  Vijyk to 7Z] 
k k -f- 1;
fi;
else
if a1- =  va not a definition then 
add y k to A;
add the relation a1- =  v a y k to 1Z;
k := k -\- 1;
f i ;
f i ;
od;
od;
for i in [1 . . .  b] do
if g " is not a definition then 
add y k to A; 
set g? to g f y k; 
k := k -f  1;
else
set g" to gf;
fi;
od;
return ( {Ä  | 7Z}, a);
end:
Let Z be the set { x i , . . . ,  x s , y \ , . . . ,  y t } .  Note that E  x te n d P  resent  at ion2 ( ) 
did not actually add any relations to A  that specify that the elements of Z com-
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m ute  w ith  each o the r, are of order p and are central in P. T he  reason  for th is 
is th a t  th e  function  which com putes the p roduct of two w ords in  th e  generators 
can take  account of com m utators and p - th  powers of elem ents in  A  w ithou t these 
relations actually  being stored  in the power conjugate p resen ta tion . E ach elem ent 
of th e  group K  is stored  in two parts . T he first p a rt is a w ord in A  and  the  second 
p a r t is a w ord in the  elem ents Z  w ith exponents in Fp K / P. T he functions which 
perform  m ultip lication  and  inversion know how to  trea t the  words in Z  w ith  expo­
nents in Fp K / P  and  know th a t generators of P  act trivially  on them . Therefore 
a t no stage does it becom e necessary to  w rite down a p resen ta tion  w hich contains 
all relations of A  and  this is beneficial to the storage behavior of th e  algorithm , 
since in general the  num ber of new generators in troduced  is far g rea ter th a n  the 
num ber of elem ents in the basis of the m odule N .
T he function  E va lu a te^ ) differs from  the corresponding function  in th e  prim e 
quotien t algorithm  only in the  functions which perform  m ultip lication  and  inver­
sion in the  group and  is therefore not described here. T he function  C  ons is tency( )  
considers a set W  of consistency test words which are w ords w ith  paren theses. T he 
set W  can be divided into two sets; W\  which contains words which only involve 
generators ai w ith i >  r, and Wi  which contains the rem aining w ords. Evaluating 
Wi  yields a set of words in the elem ents of Z  w ith exponents in Fp K / P , w ith the 
help of which the  vector enum erator com putes a vector space basis for the  m odule 
N .  T hus we can assum e th a t W\  is the set of consistency te st words given by 
T heorem  3.11. If the  function E x t e n d P r e s e n t a t io n 2 ( ) is used, th e  set W \  can be 
reduced fu rth e r due to  the  observation th a t it is not necessary to  collect a w ord in 
W \  which was used to  com pute a tail, as described in C h ap te r 3. T herefore those 
words for which th is is easy to  detect are om itted . In the  prim e quotien t a lgorithm  
there  are also o the r considerations, based on assigning a w eigh t  to  a genera to r in 
A p ,  which fu rth er reduce the num ber of words in W \ .  H ere, these m ethods are 
not described, b u t they  can be found in N ew m an (1976). T he im p lem en ta tion  of 
the  soluble quotien t algorithm  which uses the function E x t e n d P r e s e n t a t i o n 2 ( ) 
also m akes use of all these im provem ents. However, the  im p lem en ta tion  using 
E x t e n d P r e s e n t a t i o n { ) only uses Theorem  2.7.
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5.2 O th er so lu b le  q u o tien t a lgorith m s
A num ber of proposals for finite soluble quo tien t algorithm s have been m ade, 
for in stance by W am sley (1977), by L eedham -G reen (1984) and  by Plesken (1987). 
T he last a lgorithm  has been developed, analysed and  im plem ented  by W egner 
(1992). H ere a brief outline of the  algorithm  is presented . In the  next section the 
perform ance of the  soluble quotient algorithm  is investigated  and  th e  algorithm
described in this thesis is com pared to  th e  a lgorithm  im plem ented by W egner.
, .*»»
T he a lgorithm  proposed by Plesken works w ith  a  chief series of a group. It 
takes as inpu t:
1) a finite p resen ta tion  { # i , . .. ,gi \ r i (gu . . .  ,#&), . . .  , r m( ^ i , . • . ,gi)} for G\
2) a finite set Ü of prim es.
T he o u tp u t is:
1) a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for the  largest finite soluble n~ 
quotien t H  of (7, if such a quotient exists, otherw ise the  a lgorithm  does not 
te rm inate ;
2) an ep im orphism  r  : G—»H.
T he algorithm  proceeds by com puting  power conjugate p resen ta tions for quo­
tien ts of G of increasing size. T he first step is to  com pute a consistent power 
conjugate p resen ta tion  for the abelian n -q u o tie n t and an epim orphism  0 of G 
onto  it. If K  is isom orphic to a finite soluble quotient of G and  H  is a finite 
soluble quotien t of G of larger o rder which has a factor group isom orphic to  AT, 
then  there  is an epim orphism  u of H  on to  K.  We can assum e th a t ker v  is a 
m inim al norm al subgroup in H , because there  is a chief series of H  th a t  factors 
th rough  K.  T he algorithm  repeats the  following basic step , which takes as inp u t
1) the  finite p resen ta tion  for (7;
2) a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for a finite soluble Ü -quo tien t K  
of G-
3) an epim orphism  9 : G^»K.
T he o u tp u t is:
1) if th e re  exists no finite soluble Ü -quotien t of G of o rder larger th a n  the 
order of K  th e  o u tp u t is th e  consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for K ;
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otherw ise let H  be a finite soluble II-quo tien t of G such th a t  the re  is an 
ep im orphism  v  from  H  onto  i f  w ith M  =  ker v  a m in im al no rm al subgroup 
in H. T h en  the  o u tp u t is a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for one 
such H\
2) an ep im orphism  r  : G -»H  w ith t v  =  6.
T he subgroup  M  of H  is a m inim al norm al subgroup  of H  and  thus an 
elem entary  abelian p-group for some prim e p and  an irreducible ly, if-m o d u le .
T he basic step first com putes all irreducible rep resen ta tions of i f  over Fj, 
for each prim e p £ II. For each irreducible Fp if -m o d u le  M  it th en  com putes 
one rep resen ta tive  H  of each equivalence class of extensions of i f  by M  and an 
ep im orphism  v  of H  onto if .  For each extension it te sts  w hether there  is an 
ep im orphism  r  of G onto  this extension H  such th a t t v  =  6.  As soon as one 
such ep im orphism  r  is found, the basic step te rm inates re tu rn in g  H  and  r .  If for 
no such extensions there is an epim orphism  it re tu rn s  K.
Given a soluble group i f  by a consistent power conjugate  p resen ta tion  and 
an irreducible Fp i f  -m odule M , all extensions of i f  by M  can be determ ined  w ith 
help of th e  power conjugate presen ta tion  of if .
W egner im plem ented this soluble quotient algorithm  in th e  language provided 
by the  system  GAP. The language th a t GAP provides is in te rp re ted  and the in ­
te rp re te r is w ritten  in C  w ith certain  tim e critical p a rts  also im plem ented  in C . 
However, one of the  m ost tim e critical parts  of a soluble quo tien t algorithm  is the 
im p lem en tation  of the m ultiplication (collection). Since the  soluble quotient algo­
rith m  im plem ented  by W egner needs to  perform  group m ultip lication  in a group 
given by a power conjugate p resen ta tion  w ith inde term inates, none of the  existing 
routines could be used. W egner im plem ented the m ultip lication  also in the GAP 
language.
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5.3 T h e perform an ce o f  th e  a lgorith m s
Here an account of the  perform ance of the  soluble quotien t a lgorithm  de­
scribed in th is thesis is given. I t is com pared  to  W egner’s im plem en tation  on some 
sam ple runs of selected test groups.
5 .3 .1  V ers io n s o f  th e  A N U  S o lu b le  Q u o tien t P r o g r a m
T he ANU Soluble Q uotient P rog ram  is an im plem entation  in C  of the  algo­
rith m  described in this thesis. It uses version 3 of S. L in ton’s im plem en tation  of a 
vector enum era to r (see L inton 1991).
T hree versions of the  p rogram  are available and com pared  in th is chapter. 
T he first version, SQ v .l ,  is an im plem entation  of the algorithm  using the  function 
ExtendPresen ta tion ( ) as described in th e  previous section. T he second version, SQ 
v.2, differs from  the  first version in th a t it uses the  function ExtendPresen tation2() 
and  incorporates the  points m ade in Section 5.1. The th ird  version, SQ v.3, differs 
from  the  first version in the  way in which it p resents the inp u t for the vector 
enum erato r. W hen collecting in the  extended £ -covering p resen ta tion  words in 
the  group algebra Fv K / P  arise (see 4.4.3). A word T,fg F F;j K / P  w ith  /  £ Fp and 
g £ K / P  is n orm a l  if g £ K / P  is norm al. T he first version does not com pute 
a norm al word for the  words in the group algebra occurring in the  inp u t of the 
vector enum erato r. T he th ird  version lists group algebra words occurring in the 
inp u t for the vector enum era to r in norm al form .
5 .3 .2  T h e  im p le m e n ta t io n  in  GAP
T he algorithm  proposed by Plesken has been im plem ented  in GAP 3.2 by 
W egner. In order to  be able to  com pare this im plem entation  w ith the  versions 
of the ANU Soluble Q uotien t P ro g ram , W egner’s code was slightly m odified. We 
refer to  this m odified version as W SQ . T he program , as supplied by him , com putes 
a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for the  largest finite soluble II-quo tien t 
of a given finitely presented  group if such a quotient exists and  does not te rm in a te  
otherw ise. T he program  was m odified so th a t it now com putes th e  following. It 
takes as inp u t a finite p resen ta tion  for a group G and a list of prim es, w here no 
two consecutive prim es are th e  sam e. T he o u tp u t is a consistent power conjugate
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p resen ta tion  for a finite soluble quotient H  of G such th a t H  exhibits a  com po­
sition series whose i - th  factor is a p -group , w here p  is th e  i - th  en try  in the list 
of prim es. T he m ain  difference betw een th e  original and  th e  m odified version is 
th a t  th e  la tte r  no longer guarantees th a t the  com puted  finite soluble El-quotient 
of G is th e  largest one bu t it te rm inates when a pow er conjugate p resen ta tion  for 
a quo tien t of the  required size has been com puted . Therefore, the  ta sk  of b o th , 
th e  W SQ  and  the ANU Soluble Q uotient P rog ram , is to  com pute  a power con­
ju g a te  p resen ta tion  of a finite soluble quotient of p redeterm ined  size of a finitely 
p resen ted  group. B ut in spite of the  m odification th e  com parison betw een the im ­
p lem en ta tion  in GAP and the ANU Soluble Q uotien t P ro g ram  is still very difficult, 
since one is w ritten  in the in terp re ted  language GAP and the  o ther in C .
5 .3 .3  T h e  te s t  e x a m p les
T he following finite presenta tions for groups were used as te st exam ples for 
the  com parison of the  program s.
T he first six groups were used in W egner (1992) to  analyse th e  original GAP 
im plem entation . G roup 1 is a group of order 1296 and  derived length  6 and  appears 
in K enne (1990). G roups 2 and 3 have orders 2400 and  3000, respectively, and 
were constructed  by Kenne and appear in W egner (1992).
G roup 1 {a, 6 I (ab)1 b~G, a 46_1 a,b~°a~l 6}
G roup 2 { a ,6 | a2ba~* ba ^ 1b~l ab~2, a2b~1ab~l aba~* b2}
G roup 3 {a, b \ ab2(ab~1 )2, (a2b)2 a ~ 1ba2 (bab)~l }.
T he next groups appear in C am pbell (1975). G roups 4, 5 and  6 have orders 1320, 
5832 and  6912, respectively and are all of derived leng th  3.
G roup 4 {a, b | ab2 a ~ 1b~1 ab3 ,ba2b~1 a ~ l ba2}
G roup 5 {a, b \ ab3 a ~ 1b~1ab3 ,ba3b~1 a ~ 1ba3}
G roup 6 {a, 6 I ab2a ~ l b~l a3b~ 1, ba2b~1 a~ 1b3 a ~ l }.
T he following group was supplied with W egner’s im plem en ta tion  in GAP. It has 
derived length  6 and order 41472.
G roup 7 {a, 6 | (ab)3bG ,aba~1bab3aba~1bab~1 , a 2b~2aba~l b3ab~1a ~ 1b2}
T he following group comes from  N eubüser’s study  of th e  H eineken group (N eubiiser 
and  Sidki, 1988). It has o rder 22G3.
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G roup 8 {a, 6, c ,d , e |
a ~ l cd~ l ec~ l d ~ l ea~ l d ~ l ec~l bec~l d - 1 a -1 e6-1 c,
c_1J _1a _1 e6- 1 a - 1 ce-1 6- 1 c^_1ec_1<i-1 a -1 eb~l a ~ l d ~ 2 eae-1 adce~ l dc~ l ae, 
acdce” 1 de~*dae~l a ~ l eaT1 e ~ l d?aba~l e~ l d2abe-1 adabe-1 adce~2d , 
<fce- 1 6- 1 a - 1 c£-1 ed~ 1ec- 1 d _1a - 1 ea -1 e- 1 d2acec- 1 d _1a -1 e6- 1 a - 1 ce_16_1c
d - 1 ec- 1 a e - 1 a,
c“ 1ec_1<i“ 1a _1e6_1a _ M _1a _1 ea~1 e ~ 1 dacd~x ec-1 abce-1 dae~1 a -1 e a -1 e-1 
d2 abe~1ad,
ce_1 de-1 dae~ l a ~ 1 ea~ 1 e -1 d2a te -1 adabce~1 dae~1 a ~ l e a ^ 1 e -1 d2abe-1 ad2,
aec_1d _1a -1 e6- 1 a - 1 d -1 a ~ 1 ea~1 e ~ 1 da2 c~1ba~1 d -1 e ~ 1 dae~ 1 a ~ 1 ea-1 e_1 
d2 abe~l adce~2d,
c ~ l d ~ l a ~ l ea~1 e ~ x d?abe~x ae-1 adabe~1 adce~1 c~Yaec-1 d _1 a ~ 1 e b ^ 1 a ~ 1 ce-1 
b~l cd~1b~1cd~1e,
c~ 1cZ-1 a,~1e a -' 1e - 1 <fec-1 d - 1 a ~ 1e&_1a _1d -1 a ~ 1ece- 1 d ae_1a - 1 ea,~1e~ 1d2a 
6e_1adafce- 1 adce~1b~1 cd~ l e}
The last groups listed arose from  the  study  of 5 (2 ,6 )  (see C h ap te r 6).
G roup 9 {a, b | a 3, 63, (ab)6 , (a,-1 b)G }
G roup 10 {a, b \ a3, bG, (a&)° , ( a -1 b)G }
G roup 11 {a, 6 ) a G, 6°, (a6)G , ( a _16)G }.
5.3 .4  T h e  /2 -se r ie s  o f  th e  te s t  exam jH es
As pointed ou t in Section 4.6, an im p o rtan t aspect of the  soluble quotien t 
algorithm  is the  choice of an app rop ria te  £ -series to  determ ine a factor group of 
a finitely presented  group. T he p rogram  Q uotpic, developed by Holt and  Rees 
(1992), has proved to  be a very valuable tool to solve this problem . Q uotp ic is an 
in teractive, g raphical tool which am ong o ther things, inco rpora tes very p ractica l 
R eidem eister-Schreier routines. It was em ployed to com pute the  £ -series for the 
test exam ples. T he determ ina tion  of an  £ -series for a finite soluble quo tien t of a 
finitely presented  group am ounts to  th e  following. A prim e p in the  list of abelian 
invariants is chosen and the  P rim e Q uotien t P rogram  is called to  com pute a power 
conjugate p resen ta tion  for a p -quo tien t of desired exponent p-class. F u rth e r calls 
to  the P rim e Q uotien t P ro g ram  are m ade after ob ta in ing  a p resen ta tion  for the  
kernel of the  previous call to  it by R eidem eister-Schreier rew riting.
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T he £ -series, which determ ine the  finite soluble quotients com puted  for the  
te st exam ples, are displayed in the  following d iagram s.
G roup  1 Group  2a
2
G roup  26 G roup  3
G roup  4a
2 2
Group  46 G roup  4c Group  4d
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Group  8a Group  86
2 3
2 3
2 3
2
2 2
2 2
2 4
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
G roup  9a G roup  96 G roup  10a G roup  106
.,59
G roup  11a
9 28
< >
9 370
Group  116
2 2G5
5 .3 .5  T h e  lis t o f  p r im es in a c o m p o s it io n  se r ie s
The p rogram  Q uotp ic can also be em ployed to  com pute a list of prim es nec­
essary for the inp u t of the  W SQ . Let II consist of prim es in the  abelian  invarian ts 
of a finitely p resen ted  group. Using Reidem eister-Schreier rew riting , Q uotp ic can 
com pute a p resen ta tion  for the  kernel of an abelian II-quo tien t of th e  group. Given 
a p resen ta tion  of a subgroup  one can apply the P rim e Q uotien t P ro g ram  and  use 
an im plem entation  of the  M eataxe in order to ob ta in  a com position series. This
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yields a list of prim es for th e  in p u t of the  W SQ . Since the  W SQ  first com putes a 
power conjugate p resen ta tion  for th e  com m uta to r quotien t, th e re  is less freedom  of 
choice as to  which com position series should be exhibited  by th e  pow er conjugate 
p resen ta tion .
5 .3 .6  T im in g s  o f  th e  t e s t  e x a m p le s
T he following tab le gives th e  tim e in C PU  seconds spent on a SUN Sparc 
S tation  10/31 in o rder to  com pute the  consistent power conjugate p resen ta tions 
of the  various groups described.
G roup O rder SQ v .l SQ v.2 SQ v.3 W SQ
1 1296 9.9 32.1 19.0 17.0
2a 2400 13.6 116.3 33.6
2b 2400 16.1 67.3 50.6 20.6
3 3000 16.8 16.0 10.5 6.6
4a 1320 104.5 429.3 213.4
4b 1320 124.7 124.4 45.7
4c 1320 256.5 65.4 329.7 52.0
4d 1320 469.5 297.0 291.0
5a 5832 2.1 1.9 1.9 155.4
5b 5832 9381.1 6391.8 12589.2
6 6912 2.9 2.7 2.2 70
7 41472 10280.8 9333.9 206.7
8a 22G3 3822.1 1269.0 3846.4 >  7049
8b 22G3 2359.1 782.1 3006.8
9a 22G233 5045.4 1101.5 9015.1 >  22047
9b 212132 1169.7 159.7 >  64267
10a 218233 211.5 157.8 247.2 >  13908
10b 211C33 105.1 72.0 104.8
11a 239833 1308.5 816.3 1907.2 >  30100
l i b 231832 7169.2 1302.1 4879.4
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N ot all rows of th e  W SQ  colum n are filled, because, as m en tioned  above, som e 
restric tions apply  in choosing a com position series. Some entries in  W SQ  contain  
the  sym bol ’ >  In  G roup 8a after 7049 seconds W SQ  had  only co m pu ted  a  facto r 
group for a quo tien t of G roup 8a of order 2203. In G roup 9a afte r 10849.15 seconds 
W SQ  had  only com puted  a factor group for a quotien t of G roup  9a of size 22233 
and  afte r 22047 seconds the  program  still had  no t com puted  any la rger quo tien t. 
In G roup 9b after 62434 seconds W SQ had  only com puted  a fac to r group for a 
quo tien t of G roup 9b of size 22632 and after 64267 seconds th e  p ro g ram  still had  
not com puted  any larger quotient. In G roup 10a after 13908.65 seconds th e  W SQ  
had  only com puted  a factor group for a quotient group of G roup 10a of size 22333. 
In G roup 11a after 30100 seconds the W SQ had  only com puted  a  fac to r group for 
a quotien t of G roup 11a of size 22233 and after 45637 seconds th e  p rog ram  still 
had  no t com puted  any larger quotient.
5.3 .7  C om paring the versions
o f the A N U  Soluble Q uotient Program
C om paring  SQ v .l  and SQ v.2 we notice th a t when the  soluble group for which 
a power conjugate  p resen ta tion  is to  be com puted is given by an £ -series which 
contains entries (p,:,c,;) w ith c,; >  3 then  SQ v.2 perform s b e tte r  th a n  SQ v .l .  This 
has two explanations. T he first reason is th a t SQ v.2 m akes use of th e  fact th a t the 
num ber of consistency checks can be reduced. Let K  be the  soluble £ -quo tien t of 
a finitely p resen ted  group com puted  so far for a fist £ . A pplying T heorem  3.11 for 
the  p a rt of th e  consistency relations th a t only involve genera to rs in C~V(K)  yields 
a reduction . Also the  consistency relations th a t were evaluated  to  com pute  w ords 
for those ta il genera to rs no t contained in the set T  (defined in 3.9) can be om itted  
and  finally weight considerations reduce the num ber of consistency rela tions even 
fu rther. T he first and  the  th ird  reduction could also be applied  in SQ v .l .  However, 
ano ther reason why SQ v.2 perform s b e tte r th an  SQ v .l in th e  specified cases is 
th a t the  p resen ta tions used as inp u t for the vector en u m era to r c rea ted  by SQ v .l 
have fewer m odule generators th an  the  ones created  by SQ v.2. For exam ple in 
G roup l i b  th e  last call to  the  vector enum erato r for SQ v .l is m ade w ith  a m odule
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presen ta tion  on 1487 generato rs and  th e  vector enum era to r used 4514.26 seconds 
to  com pute a  vector space basis for the 265-dim ensional m odule. In  th e  case of 
SQ v.2 the  m odule p resen ta tion  is on 545 generators and  th e  vector enum era to r 
used 778.29 C PU  seconds to  com pute a vector space basis. T his shows th a t it 
can be beneficial for the  perform ance of the  algorithm  to  reduce th e  num ber of 
m odule generato rs in th e  m odule presenta tions. Some m ore investigation  in to  how 
to  reduce the  num ber of newly in troduced  generators fu rth e r is highly desirable.
C om paring  SQ v .l and SQ v.3 shows th a t the  form  in w hich the  m odule 
p resen ta tion  is used as in p u t to  the  vector enum erato r has a significant influence. 
However, it does not seem to  be tru e  th a t a  p resen ta tion  in which th e  group algebra 
words are in norm al form  is b e tte r  for the  perform ance of th e  algorithm . B ut it 
suggests th a t  the  question as to  which presen ta tion  is b e tte r  is im p o rtan t. Also 
it is possible to  reduce the  group algebra words fu rther. In SQ v.3 we did not 
use th a t fact th a t the  sum  of p copies of the sam e group word is triv ial. A nother 
factor th a t has an influence on the  perform ance of the vector en u m era to r is the  
order in which the  relators in its inp u t are fisted. P resently, the  re la to rs th a t result 
from  the consistency test are listed first followed by the  rela tors which ensure th a t 
there is an epim orphism  of the  finitely presented  group onto  the  com puted  soluble 
group. On a m odule p resen ta tion  on 12 generators th a t arose ou t of th e  s tudy  
of G roup 4, the vector enum era to r took 317 CPU  seconds to  com pute a basis 
for a 1-dim ensional m odule. W hen the  o rder of the  relations was sw itched, so 
th a t the relators arising from  the  consistency relations were fisted last, th en  the  
vector enum era to r took 97 C PU  seconds. One reason why the  second order m ay 
be m ore advantageous is th a t  the  consistency relators contain  m any  red u n d an t 
relators. Therefore, before gaining m ore inform ation abou t th e  m odule, the  vector 
enum erator has to  evaluate m any irrelevant relations. T he influence of these and 
o ther m odifications needs to  be investigated  m ore closely.
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5 .3 .8  C o m p a r in g  th e  A N U  S o lu b le  Q u o tie n t P r o g r a m  w ith  
W S Q
C om paring  the  soluble quotient algorithm  w ith the  W SQ , we notice th a t  for 
G roup 1 to  G roup 7 the  perform ance of the two algorithm s is com parab le , even 
though  th e  W SQ  has the disadvantage th a t it is in te rp re ted . In  m ost of these 
exam ples W SQ  perform s b e tte r and there are some groups in w hich th e  W SQ 
perform s significantly be tte r, for exam ple, for G roup 7. However, for G roup  8 to 
G roup 11 th e  perform ance of the W SQ is a lot worse th a n  th e  perfo rm ance  of the 
soluble quo tien t algorithm  presented here.
5 .3 .9  W S Q  an d  th e  or ig in a l im p le m e n ta tio n  in  GAP
As the  com parison between the tim es fisted for W SQ here and  th e  tim es given 
in W egner’s thesis show, m ost of the tim e used for runn ing  the  a lgo rithm  on the 
exam ples in his thesis is spent on verifying th a t the  power con jugate  p resen ta tion  
com puted  is one for the  largest n -q u o tien t of the  given group for a set n  of prim es 
supplied in the  in p u t. For instance, for G roup 5 he fists 76081 seconds on a Sun, 
w hereas in th e  tab le  above 155.4 seconds are fisted. W egner m en tions th a t  the 
perform ance of his algorithm  is b e tte r if one restric ts  the  rank  of th e  rep resen ta ­
tions th a t the  algorithm  considers to small num bers. Since all the  exam ples in his 
thesis have rep resen ta tions of very sm all rank , this does no t affect the  tim e  spent 
to  com pute the  consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  required . I t only has the 
effect th a t in verifying th a t the com puted power conjugate  p resen ta tio n  indeed 
describes th e  m axim al Ü -quotient only a sm all subset of rep resen ta tio n s  is consid­
ered, and thus proves th a t there is no larger n -q u o tie n t contain ing  rep resen ta tions 
of this bounded  rank.
5 .3 .1 0  C o m m o n  p ro b lem s o f  th e  a lg o r ith m s
T he verification of the  fact th a t a certain  quotien t group of a given finitely 
p resented  group is indeed the largest quotient involving th e  given prim es seems 
to  be a very difficult problem  in practice. For th e  soluble quo tien t a lgorithm  
im plem ented  in GAP this can be seen by com paring the  run  tim es given by W egner
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to  the  ru n  tim es of W SQ . For the  soluble quotient a lgorithm  p resen ted  in th is 
thesis, th is also seems to  be a h ard  problem . For exam ple if we consider G roup 
1, th en  it takes 9 seconds w ith  SQ v .l to  com pute a power con jugate  p resen ta tion  
for th e  finite soluble quotient m entioned above. B ut in 10220 seconds it could 
not be verified th a t there  is no larger soluble quotient involving th e  prim es 2 and  
3. In fact, m ost of th is tim e is spent in the  vector enum era to r for th e  prim e 2. 
It is necessary to investigate m ethods o ther th an  ju s t try ing  to  com pute larger 
quotients w ith the  given prim es. One obvious possibility is to  try  to  use an integer 
vector enum era to r. L inton has w ritten  such a p rogram  and  it could be em ployed 
to  determ ine th e  prim es involved in extending a given quotien t group.
5 .3 .1 1  O b ta in in g  a p r a c tic a l so lu b le  q u o tie n t p ro g ra m
In o rder to enhance the  perform ance of the soluble quotien t algorithm s con­
sidered here, it m ay be a good stra tegy  to  com bine them . P resen tly  th e  perfor­
m ance of the  prim e quotien t algorithm  and  the R eidem eister-Schreier rew riting  
algorithm s is so good th a t it is possible in m ost cases to  determ ine an  £ -sequence 
for the  inp u t to  the  ANU Soluble Q uotient P rogram  or a fist of prim es as th e  inp u t 
of the W SQ . T herefore an algorithm  th a t chooses the strateg ies in th e  algorithm  
proposed by W egner when extending a group by a p -group  of o rder p k w ith sm all 
k seem advantageous, w hereas the  m ethods outlined in this thesis seem b e tte r  in 
cases w here either k is large or the  £ -series contains a pair (p,;,C{) w ith C{ >  3.
5 .3 .1 2  C o n c lu s io n s
T he perform ance of the  vector enum erato r is critical to  the  perform ance of the  
soluble quotien t a lgorithm  presented  here. As pointed out earlier, its perform ance 
depends on the  m odule presen ta tions supplied as inpu t. It is very im p o rtan t 
to investigate m ore thoroughly  how a p resen ta tion  should be supplied as in p u t. 
F u rther it is im p o rtan t to  develop m ethods for reducing the  num ber of generators 
in the m odule p resen ta tions. For exam ple, Leedham -G reen has som e suggestions 
to  reduce the  num ber of new generators in the case th a t th e  soluble quo tien t is 
calculated by com puting  m axim al n ilpo ten t factors. T hese suggestions need to  
be tested . One can show th a t w hen extending a soluble group by an  elem entary
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abelian  p -group, it is not necessary to  in troduce new genera to rs for those relations 
whose left han d  sides only involve generators whose power rela tions involve a prim e 
no t equal to  p.  In  th a t case, however, one has to  add  new genera to rs  to  all im ages 
of th e  ep im orphism  of the finitely presented group onto  th e  soluble quotien t so 
far com puted . In the  algorithm  described in the  previous ch ap te r som e im ages of 
the  ep im orphism  were definitions and never changed. C onsider for exam ple the  
cyclic group of order 6. T hen  a finite p resen ta tion  for th is group  is {a | a6}.  
Let C be the  fist [(2 ,1), (3 ,1)]. A consistent power conjugate p resen ta tio n  for the  
2 -quotien t is {x  \ x 2} and ad =: x is an epim orphism . In  ex tend ing  the  group 
by an  elem entary  abelian 3 -group it is necessary to  add  a new genera to r to  the  
im age of 6 if no new generator is added to  the power relation.
O ne should keep in m ind th a t the im plem entation  of th e  soluble quotient 
a lgorithm  described in this thesis is very recent and  m ay still need a lot of revision. 
For exam ple the  first im plem entation  of the prim e quotien t a lgo rithm  by Havas 
needed orders of m agnitude m ore tim e to  perform  the  sam e ta sk  th a n  present 
im plem entations. Im provem ents in perform ance have resu lted  a t least as m uch 
from  im proved understand ing  of the algorithm  as they did from  im provem ents in 
m achines. Also W egner’s im plem entation has gone th rough  revision since it was 
first im plem ented  in GAP 2.6.
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C h a p te r  6
A n  a p p lic a tio n
T he purpose of this chap ter is to illustrate  the  use of the  soluble quotient 
algorithm  in a jo in t p ro ject w ith George Havas and M .F. N ew m an. T he B urnside 
group H (d, 6) is the  freest group of exponent 6 generated  by d elem ents. P. Hall 
and H igm an (1956) and  showed th a t all finite groups of exponent 6 have 2 -length  
and 3 -length  1. C onsequently they  are m eta-n ilpo ten t. T hey  also determ ined  the  
orders of the  finite quotients of th e  groups of exponent 6. M. Hall (1957) showed 
th a t the  groups them selves are finite. For a sum m ary  of the  theory  see Hall (1959). 
Since the  groups are finite, it follows th a t there is a finite set of 6-th  pow ers which 
suffices to  define each group. T he proof of finiteness yields no explicit set of 6-th 
powers and , m oreover, not even an upper bound on its cardinality . However, one 
can deduce such an u p p er bound. We are in terested  in finding a “sm all” defining 
set of 6-th  pow ers, ideally a sm allest such set. Even the  case d =  2 looks hard  
because the  order of B (2 ,6 ) is 228325. This m akes it unlikely to  succeed using 
direct coset enum eration  based m ethods to  verify th a t a given set of 6-th  powers 
is a defining set of relations. We try  to divide the  p roblem  up  in to  problem s 
abou t sm aller groups. A sim ilar division into sm aller problem s can be found in 
G rünew ald et al. (1979), w here staged coset enum eration  techniques are used. 
Since the  groups involved are soluble, a s trategy  th a t uses th e  soluble quotient 
algorithm  seems reasonable.
Let {a, b} be a generating  set for B (2 ,6 ). Initially  we consider quo tien t groups 
of B (2 ,6 ) by applying order conditions on the  generato rs. If we consider the
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facto r group w ith  the additional condition th a t  a and  b have o rder 2 we ob ta in  
the  following p resen ta tion  {a,b \ a2,b2, exp 6}. Here the  n o ta tio n  exp 6 in the 
p resen ta tio n  denotes th a t the  6-th  power of every w ord in  th e  genera to rs  a and  
b is th e  em pty  word. However, the p resen ta tion  {a, b | a 2, b2, (ab)6}, is also a 
p resen ta tio n  for this group and is in fact th e  d ihedra l g roup of o rd er 12. If we 
consider th e  factor group w ith p resen ta tion  {a, b | a 2,6 3, exp 6} th en  it can be 
seen th a t ano ther presenta tion  for this group is {a, 6 | a 2, b3, (ab)6 , [a, 6]G} which 
describes a group of order 216 and exponent 6. T herefore th e  first in teresting  case 
is to  consider the  factor group G given by th e  p resen ta tio n  {a, 6 | a 3,6 3, exp 6}. 
This group is m e ta -n ilpotent and can be show n to  have o rder 21033. I t is an 
extension of a group of order 33 and ex p o n en t-3 class 2 by an  elem en tary  abelian 
group of o rder 210. We consider the group H  given by the  following p resen ta tion  
{a,& I a 3, fc3, (a6)°, ( a - 1 6)G} which has G as a hom om orphic im age. F u rth er, it 
has B ( 2 ,3 ) as its m axim al 3-quotient. Using R eidem eister-Schreier rew riting  and 
th e  ANU p -Q uo tien t P rogram  in Q uotpic we could de term ine th a t  the  kernel of 
the  3-quotient in H  has a 2-quotient, w here th e  first te rm  of the  lower exponent-2 
cen tral series has index 210 in the kernel and th e  second te rm  has index 255 in the 
first. Let K  be the  factor group of H  to  the  second te rm  of the  lower exponent-2 
central series of the kernel. Then K  has o rder 332C5. W ith  th e  ANU Soluble 
Q uotien t P rog ram  we could com pute a consistent power con jugate  p resen ta tion  
for K.  This is displayed in the following diagram .
If C is the  list [(3,2), (2 ,1)], then  C( K)  = K ° . Any ep im orphism  of K  
onto  G has K°  as the kernel. Therefore, we are in terested  in finding a small 
set of w ords in the generators of AT, whose 6-th  powers genera te  K G. A dding 
these 6-th  powers as relators to  the p resen ta tion  of H , we o b ta in  a finite p re­
sen ta tion  for a group in which the kernel of th e  largest 3 -quotien t has a largest 
2-quotient of o rder 210. Using a backtrack  search we could list sho rt w ords in
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th e  genera to rs of K  whose 6-th  powers generate K 6. Let { x , y }  be a gen­
era ting  set for K.  We found a  set of 4 elem ents th a t genera te  K G, nam ely 
{ ( x _1y)G, ( x y )G, ( x y x y ~ x x ~ l y x ~ 1y ~ 1 )c , [ x y x ~ 1y x y ~ 1 x ~ 1y ~ 1 )G}. However, it can 
be show n th a t a p resen ta tion  on two generators toge ther w ith  th e  rela tions th a t 
th e  genera to rs are of o rder 3 and  any add itional four 6-th  pow er rela tions does 
not have a finite soluble quotient. T he following p resen ta tion  w ith  six 6 -th  power 
relations has a largest soluble quotient and  th is quotien t has o rd er 21033.
{ x , y  | z3, 2/3, { xy )G, { x y 1 )c ,
( ( xy ) >( x - l y Y ) \
(x y x y ~ 1)G,
( x y x y x ~ l y ~ l )G,
(x y x ~ 1y ~ l )G}.
However, we have not succeeded in determ ining w hether th is p resen ta tio n  defines 
a finite group.
Using H avas’ im plem entation  of a coset enum era to r (1991) it could be proved 
th a t th e  following presen ta tion  defines a finite group of order 21033.
{ * , y  l^ 3 , y 3 , ( ^ y ) G, ) ° ,
( x y x y ~ 1)° , { x y x ~ l y )G,
( x y x ~ l y ~ ! )G , ( x y x y x ~ l y ~ l )G,
( x y x y ~ l x ~ l y ) G , ( x y ~ '  x y ~ l x ~ 1y ) G ,
( x y ~ 1x y x ~ 1y ~ l )G}.
T he size of the  sm allest set of 6-th  power relations rem ains unknow n. A 
sim ilar a ttack  has been m ade on {a, 6 | a 3,^ >G, exp 6} w here th e  group th a t  comes 
to play the  role of K  has order 332182.
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C h a p te r  7
E x te n d in g  so lu b le  g ro u p s
T here exists an a lgorithm , th e  p -group  generation algorithm , which lists con­
sistent power conjugate p resen ta tions, one for each isom orphism  type of p -group  
of a given order for a p rim e p. This algorithm  is described in N ew m an (1977), 
Ascione (1979), and  O ’Brien (1990). It seems n a tu ra l to  ask w hether the  ideas in 
the p -g roup  generation  algorithm  can be generalised to develop a corresponding 
algorithm  for soluble groups, a soluble group generation algorithm , which would 
list consistent power conjugate  presen ta tions one for each isom orphism  type of 
soluble group of a given order.
In o rder to  ob ta in  a soluble group generation algorithm  two problem s have 
to be solved. O ne of them  is to  develop an algorithm  which lists power conjugate 
p resen ta tions, one for each isom orphism  type of extension of a soluble group K , 
given by a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion , by a p -g roup  of a given order, 
where p divides the  o rder of th e  m inim al norm al subgroup of K  exhibited by 
the power conjugate p resen ta tio n  of K.  Such an algorithm , a soluble extension 
algorithm , is described in th is chap ter. T he o ther problem  th a t needs to  be solved 
in order to  ob ta in  a soluble group generation algorithm  is to  hst consistent power 
conjugate p resen ta tions, one for each isom orphism  type of extension of a soluble 
group i \ ,  given by a consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion , by a p-group  of a 
given order, w here p does no t divide the  order of the  m inim al no rm al subgroup 
of K  exhibited  by th e  pow er conjugate p resen ta tion  of K.  In th is thesis only the  
first problem  is considered.
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Since the  soluble extension a lgorithm  generalises th e  p -g roup  generation al­
g o rithm  a brief description of the  p -group generation  algorithm  is given. Subse­
quently  we present a brief outline of the  soluble extension algorithm  which serves 
as a guide for the  rem ainder of the  chap ter. A theorem  (T heorem  7.3) is proved 
w hich shows why the  chosen context is reasonable. F inally we present all the 
theorem s th a t justify  the  algorithm .
7.1 T h e general co n tex t
T he soluble extension algorithm  described here takes as inp u t an integer c, 
a list £  =  [ (p i, Ci ) , . . .  , (pjt, c/.)] w here c  ^ 0, and  a labelled consistent power
conjugate  p resen ta tion  for a stric t £ -group G.  Let p denote the  prim e pk and let 
P  denote £ _7'((7); then  P  is non-triv ial, since ck ^  0. T he o u tp u t of the  soluble 
extension algorithm  is a set of labelled consistent power conjugate presenta tions, 
contain ing  exactly one p resen ta tion  for each isom orphism  type of soluble £ -group, 
w here £  is the  list [(p i, Ci) , . . . ,  (pfc, Ck +  c)]. It is not necessary th a t the groups 
described by the  o u tp u t of the  algorithm  are s tric t £ -groups.
In the rem ainder of this chap ter we use the  following no ta tion . Let F  be 
the  free group of rank  d on { a j ,. ..  , a,/}. Let 6 be an epim orphism  from  F  onto 
G.  We denote ker 6 by R  and the preim age in F  of P  under 6 is denoted Fp\  
then  Fp  >  R. This is illustrated  by the  following d iagram . Let S  be the norm al 
subgroup  [ R , Fp] Rv in F. T hen  F / S  is isom orphic to  the  £-covering  group of G 
w ith  respect to  the  prim e p.
F
Ff
R
S
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7.2 A  com p arison
T he p -g ro u p  generation  algorithm  takes as in p u t a p rim e p  and  integers c 
and  d. I t com putes a set of labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tions, 
one for each isom orphism  type of p -group  w ith genera to r num ber d of class at 
m ost c. Let j  ru n  from  2 to  c — 1. Given a set of labelled consistent power 
conjugate p resen ta tions, one for each isom orphism  type of p -g roup  of class jf, it 
com putes a set of labelled consistent power conjugate p resen ta tions, one for each 
isom orphism  type  of p -g roup  of class j - f l .  This in tu rn  is done by ite ra tin g  a basic 
procedure w hich takes as in p u t a labelled consistent power conjugate  p resen ta tion  
for a p -g roup  G of class at m ost j  and  com putes a set of labelled consistent power 
conjugate p resen ta tions, one for each isom orphism  type of im m ediate  descendant 
of G.
We now consider th is basic procedure in m ore detail. Recall th a t th e  p- 
covering group G* of G was defined as F / R *, w here F  is a free group and  R  is 
a norm al subgroup  of F  such th a t F / R  is isom orphic to  G and  R* is defined as 
[R, F]RP (see C h ap te r 2, or O ’B rien,1990). Every im m ediate  descendant of G is a 
factor group of the  p-covering group G* of G. F irs t a consistent power conjugate 
p resen ta tion  for G* is determ ined  by the p-covering algorithm . An allowable sub­
group is a kernel of a hom om orphism  of G* onto an im m ediate  descendant. T he 
allowable subgroups are characterised  as supplem ents of PC(G*) in R/R*.  Every 
au tom orph ism  of G can be lifted to an au tom orph ism  of G* and  different liftings 
of the sam e au tom orph ism  coincide in their action on R/R*.  T he  o rb its of the 
allowable subgroups under the  group generated  by the  lifted au tom orph ism s are 
in one to  one correspondence with the  isom orphism  types of im m ediate  descen­
dan ts of G. Since the  allowable subgroups are subgroups of R / R * it is enough 
to  consider one lifting of each au tom orphism  of G. T he o rb its  are com puted  and 
one rep resen ta tive  of each orb it is selected. A labelled consistent pow er conjugate 
p resen ta tion  is ob ta ined  for each im m ediate descendant by considering the  factor 
group to  the  corresponding  orbit representative. In o rder to  be able to  ite ra te  th e  
procedure, th e  group of au tom orphism s for each im m ediate  descendan t is com ­
pu ted . This group can be com puted as one lifting for each au tom orph ism  of G
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and  a generating  set of the  liftings of th e  identity.
T his technique is generalised to  soluble groups and form s the  soluble ex ten­
sion a lgorithm , whose inpu t and  o u tp u t are given above. T he basic procedure 
for th e  soluble extension a lgorithm  takes as inp u t a consistent pow er conjugate 
p resen ta tion  for an £ -group (7, w here £  is the  list [(p i, c\ ) , . . . ,  (pfc, c^ +  j)]  and 
j  <  c — 1. T he o u tp u t is a set of consistent power conjugate p resen ta tions, one 
for each isom orphism  type of im m ediate  p -descendant of G. T heorem  4.3 shows 
th a t every im m ediate  p -descendan t of G is isom orphic to  a quo tien t of the £ -  
covering group G = F/S.  An allowable subgroup in this contex t is a kernel of a 
hom om orphism  of G onto an im m ediate  p -descendant. Each au tom orph ism  of G 
can be lifted to  an au tom orph ism  of G (T heorem  7.5). T he isom orphism  types 
of im m ediate  descendants are in one to  one correspondence to  the  orb its of the 
allowable subgroups under the action of the  lifted au tom orph ism  of G (T heorem  
7.6). It is no longer enough to  consider only one lifting of each au tom orph ism  
of G since two liftings of one au tom orph ism  need not coincide in the ir action on 
R/S.  However, they  can only differ by an au tom orphism  which is a lifting of the 
iden tity  on F / R. Therefore we consider one lifting of each au tom orph ism  th a t is 
not th e  identity  and a generating set for the liftings of the identity. In general it 
is difficult to com pute a generating  set for the liftings of the  identity , bu t in this 
particu la r case they  can be com puted . This also yields a m ethod  for com puting 
the au tom orph ism  groups of the im m ediate  descendants.
7.3 T h e th eo ry  o f  th e  a lgorith m
T he soluble extension algorithm  com putes labelled consistent power conjugate 
p resen ta tions for extensions by p-groups of a soluble £ -group G, w ith C~P(G) 
non-triv ial. P a r t 1) of the  following theorem  sta tes  th a t in som e circum stances 
these extensions are p -descendants.
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T h e o r e m  7 .1  Let H  be a group and <p : H —»G an epimorphism. Denote by 
H p  the preimage of P  in H  under p.  I f  Hp  is a p-group and ker<,p =  Pc(Hp)  
the following holds:
1) H  is a d -generator group;
2) there exists an epimorphism 9 : F - » H  such that
i) R9  =  kery?, 
ii) FpO = H p’,
3) Pc(Fp /  S )  is characteristic in F /S .
t  H
H p
ker p
P r o o f :
1) Since 6 is an ep im orphism , G is generated  by {ai 0, . . .  , Since ip is
an ep im orphism , there  exist elem ents h \ , . . .  ,h,L 6 H  such th a t  hup = a{6. 
T hus H  = ( h i , . . . ,  h,/, ker </?). By the  hypothesis kery? =  Pc( H p ); since this 
is a subgroup  of $ ( H p )  which in tu rn  is a subgroup of <£(#), it follows th a t
H  = ( h i , . . . , h,i).
2) Define a hom om orphism  6 from  F  to  H  by m apping  th e  g enera to r ai to 
the  genera to r hi of H.  T hen  arfp  = ajO, consequently 6p> =  6 and  8 is an 
epim orphism .
i) C learly RO C ker<,c. Since 9 is surjective, each h (E ker<^ is expressible 
as h = f 9 , for some /  £ F. Since hp  — 1 it follows th a t 1 =  f9<p = f 9 , 
th u s  /  £ R.
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it)  (Fp)6  — P  and (Hp)<p =  P , hence (Fp)6ip =  (Hp)ip = P  and 
H P = P i p - 1 =  (FP )9 .
3) As F p / S  is £ -J,(P /5 ') ,  it is characteristic  in F / S \; hence Pc( F p / S ) is char­
acteristic  in F / S .
T he critical assum ption  in the last theorem  is th a t ker<p =  Pc(H p ) .  It is used 
in o rder to  prove s ta tem en t 1) of the  previous theorem , since it guaran tees th a t 
ker<p is a subgroup of the F ra ttin i group of H.  If this condition is rem oved from 
the  hypothesis of the theorem , H  need not be a d -generato r group. However, our 
algorithm  m akes use of the fact th a t H  is a d -generato r group and  the  hypothesis 
ker<p =  Pc( H p )  will also play an im p o rtan t role for fu rther theorem s.
We have m entioned earlier th a t the  soluble extension a lgorithm  is one step in 
the  direction of developing a soluble group generation algorithm . T he o ther p rob ­
lem th a t needs to  be solved is th a t of listing power conjugate p resen ta tions, one 
for each isom orphism  type of extension of a soluble group K  w ith C ~ V( K )  = (1) 
by p-groups. An algorithm  which solves this problem  together w ith the soluble 
extension algorithm  yields a soluble group generation algorithm . However, the 
condition ker <p — P c( / /p )  needs to  be m et for the soluble extension algorithm . 
B ut th is only requires th a t the algorithm  com putes m axim al extensions by an el­
em entary  abelian p -g roup , when com puting an extension G for a soluble group 
K  for which C~V{ K )  is trivial. Given th is, any extension of K  by a p -group can 
be com puted  by the  soluble extension algorithm  extending G. T hus the  soluble 
extension algorithm  considers only p -descendants of a soluble g roup G. We now 
assum e th a t C~v [ F p / R)  is non-trivial.
L e m m a  7 .2  Let M  be a normal subgroup of F  containing S. I f  M / S  supple­
ments Pc( F p / S )  in R / S  then F p / M  has the same generator number as F p / R .
P ro o f: PC(FP / M )  = PC{FP / S )  • M /M  -  R / M ,  therefore FP / M  and  FP / R
have the sam e genera to r num ber. I
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L e m m a  7 .3  Let M  be a normal subgroup of F , such that R  contains M  and 
M  contains S. I f  M / S  • Pc( F p /S )  = R / S  then Pc( F p / M )  = R / M .
P r o o f :  C onsider th e  canonical epim orphism  v  : F / S ^ » F / M .  A pplying v  to
b o th  sides of th e  equality  M / S  • Pc( F p /S )  = R / S  yields Pc( F p / M )  = R / M .  |
T his lem m a does no t depend on the choice of the  subgroups R  and  S. It only 
requires th a t  Pc( F p / S )  is characteristic in F /S .  If F / M  is an  ex tension  of G such 
th a t  Pc( F p / M )  = R / M  th en  F / M  is a p -descendant of G by T heorem  7.3. We 
use th e  previous lem m a to  characterise those subgroups M / S  of th e  /^-covering 
group F / S  whose quotien ts F / M  are p-descendants of G.
D e f in i t io n  7 .4  If P  = C~V(G) is non-trivial then  R / S  is th e  multiplicator of G 
and  Pc( F p / S)  th e  nucleus of G. An allowable subgroup is a subgroup  of the  m ul­
tip lica to r w hich is no rm al in F / S  and supplem ents the  nucleus. Tw o allowable 
subgroups M i  and  M 2 are equivalent if the quotients F / M \  and  F / M 2 are iso­
m orphic.
If G is a p -g roup , the  m ultip licator and the  nucleus coincide w ith the  p- 
m ultip lica to r and  the  nucleus of O ’Brien (1990).
T h e o r e m  7 .5  Let U be a normal subgroup of F  such that U contains R  and 
U / R  is a characteristic p -subgroup of F / R. Define T  to be ([R1U]RP). For each 
a  £ A u t ( F /R )  there exists an endomorphism a of F / T  such that a induces a  
on F / R. I f  R / T  <  PC(U /T )  then a is an automorphism.
P r o o f :  For i £ { 1 , . . . , d} choose U{ £ F  such th a t (a,;i?)o: =  U{R. Define
a m ap  r  from  F  to  F  which m aps a{ to  it,; and ex tend  it to  an endom or­
phism  of F. T h en  r  fixes R , since for a word w ( a i , . . .  , a,i) in R  th e  im age of 
u ;( a i , . . .  , a,i)Ra  =  u»(iti, . . . ,  it,/)Ä, hence w ( u i , . . . ,  it,/) £ R.  F u rth e r, r  induces 
a  on F / R  and  TV =  [Rt , Ut ][Rt )v < T. Hence the  restric tion  a  of r  to  F / T  is 
the  required  endom orphism .
A ssum e th a t  R / T  <  PC(U/T).  Since a  is an au tom orph ism  of F / R  and 
(a{R)a = UiR it follows th a t F / R  = ( u i R , . . . ,  u,iR) and  F  =  ( i t i , . . . ,  i t j ,  R).  
T hen  F / T  =  ( i t j T , . . . ,  u dT, R / T ) .  Since R / T  < PC{U /T)  < $ ( U / T )  < $ { F / T )
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it follows th a t  F / T  =  { u \ T , . . . ,  u j T)  =  { ( a \ T ) a , . . . ,  (adT)a) .  Hence a  is an 
au to m o rp h ism  of F / T  whose restric tion  to  F / R  is a .  I
We apply th e  previous theorem  w here Fp  is U and  S  is T.  It th en  sta tes  
th a t  each a  £  A u t( F / R )  can be lifted to  an endom orphism  a  of F / S .  This 
endom orphism  is not necessarily an  au tom orphism . However we can easily te st, 
w hether a given lifting is an au tom orphism . Since a  restric ts  to  an au tom orph ism  
on F / R  we only need to  check, w hether a  m aps R / S  onto R / S .  B u t since R / S  
is an elem entary  abelian p -group th is is easy.
T he action of d  on R / S  is not necessarily uniquely determ ined  by a.  Consider 
again the £ -covering group S4 for S4 w ith respect to  the  prim e 2 . In C h ap te r 3 , a 
consistent power conjugate p resen ta tion  for this group was given on the  generators 
{a, 6, c, d, e, / ,  g, h, i ,  j } .  Let a  be the identity  on S4. One possible extension d  1 
of a  is th e  iden tity  on 64. A nother is the  au tom orphism  d 2 defined by a  m  a t 
and  6 h  i .  T hen  ed i — e and  e d 2 — eghi,  showing d i and  d 2 have different 
restric tions to R / S .
L e m m a  7.6  Each lifted automorphism ä induces a permutat ion of the allowable 
subgroups.
P ro o f :  Let M / S  be an allowable subgroup of R / S ,  i.e. R / S  =  M / S ■ Pr( F p / S).
Since Pc( F p / S)  is characteristic  in F / S  it follows th a t
R / S  =  ( R / S ) a
=  ( M / S  -PrXFp/S) )*
-  ( M / S ) a  • PC(FP / S ) a
=  ( M/S)a■ Pc( F p / S ) .
This shows th a t [ M / S ) 6c is allowable. I
L e m m a  7.7  Let U \ / S  and U2/S  be subgroups of R / S .  Let 7 : F/ U\  —► F/U2  
be an isomorphism which maps R / U 1 onto R/U2 and let a  be its restriction to 
F / R .  There exists a lifting a  of a  to an automorphism of F / S  such that a  
restricts to 7  on F / U \ .
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P r o o f:  Choose b{ £ F  with (a iUi ) j  =  bilJ2. Then (a{R)a =  biR.  Define an
extension d of a  by a : aiS  ■—> b{S. Hence for w ( a i , . . . ,  ad) in F  it follows that 
w ( a i , . . . ,  ad)S6c =  w( b i , . . . ,  bd)S. If w(a \ , . . . ,  ad) is an element oi U\ then
w(b1, . . . , b d)U2 =  w(bl U2,. . - ,bdU2)
=  w( (aiC/ i )7 , . . .  , ( ^ ^ 1)7)
=  ( w ( a i , . - • , ad)Ui)y  
= U n
— u 2.
Therefore w( b i ,.  . . ,  bd) is an element of U2 and d induces 7 on F/U\ .  |
T h e o r e m  7 .8  The orbits of the allowable subgroups under the action of the 
lifted automorphisms are exactly the equivalence classes of allowable subgroups. 
P ro o f:  Let M \ / S  and M 2/ S  be allowable subgroups in the sam e equivalence
class; that is, there exists an isomorphism (f> from F/M\  to F / M 2. Since F p / M  1 
is C- i ’i F / M , )  and FP / M 2 is £ - ?'(F /M 2), it follows that (F P /Mi)</> -  FP / M 2. 
Then ( R / M\  )<f> =  P ^ F p / M ^  =  PC{{FP / M 1 )</>) =  Pc{Fp / M 2) =  R / M 2. There­
fore, cf) induces an automorphism a  on F / R. By Lemma 5.7 there is a lifting d 
inducing </> on F / M \ ; hence (M \ / S ) a  < M 2/S.  But both allowable subgroups 
have the same index in F, therefore (M \ / S ) a  =  M 2/ S  and they he in the same 
orbit.
On the other hand let M \ / S  and M 2/ S  he in the same orbit, then there 
exists an d G Aut (F/S)  such that (M\ / S)a  =  (M2/ S ). But then
( F / S ) / ( M 1/ S)  3  ( F / S ) / ( ( M 1/ S ) * )  =  (F / S ) / ( M 2/ S )
and F / Mi  =  F / M 2. I
In order to apply the previous theorem we need to be able to compute a gen­
erating set for the lifted automorphisms. Let a  be an autom orphism  of F / R.  The
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lifted au tom orph ism  d  fixes the  subgroup R / S  of F / S .  Given any au tom orph ism  
ß  in  A u t( F / S )  which fixes R / S , then  ß  induces an au tom orph ism  a  on F / R.  
A lifting a  is a m ultip le of ß  by a lifting of the iden tity  on F j R .  Hence we have 
the  following corollary.
C o r o l la r y  7 .9  T he group A  generated  by the  lifted au tom orph ism s is th e  s ta ­
biliser of R / S  in A n t ( F / S ) .
In particu la r, any two liftings of an au tom orph ism  can only differ by a lifting 
of the  identity . We can therefore obta in  a generating set for the  group A  by taking 
one lifting for each au tom orph ism  of F / R  and  a generating  set for th e  liftings of 
the  identity . We now describe how to com pute all liftings of th e  iden tity  w here 
F p / R  is non-triv ial. T he technique used is th a t described in Plesken (1987).
Let e be the  iden tity  on F / R.  A lifting £ of e is uniquely determ ined  by 
the  im ages of the  d generato rs of F / R.  Let { A  \ 71} be a labelled consistent 
power conjugate p resen ta tion  for F / S  where A  =  { a i , . . . , a n } U { & i , . . . ,6 m } 
and B  =  { & ! ,. . . ,  bin} is a vector space basis of R / S .  T hen  the  im age of the  
genera to r a ?; of F / S  u nder £ has th e  form  aib}1 • • • br,l'1, w here the  x}  are elem ents 
of F?>. Since the  possible choices for the x l- are not know n at th is stage, we 
trea t the  x'- as variables. A word in { a i , . . . ,  a n } U { 6 i, . . . ,  6m } is normal  if it 
is of th e  form  w [ a \ ,.  . .  , a u ) • where w ( a i , . . . ,  a7l) is a no rm al word in
{ a i , . .  . , a n } and is a polynom ial in Fj, (a:7, . .  . ,  x ]n , . . . ,  x ‘{, . . .  , x /n ). We denote 
this polynom ial ring by F;, ( X) .  Given a word in { a i , . . . , a n } U  {b\ , . . . ,  6m } an 
equivalent norm al w ord can be com puted  by applying the  following steps. Let 
f - , 9 ^  F]> (A"), r £ Fp , 1 <  fc, l < 5, and 1 <  i, j  < n;
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1 ) replace b j b k by b<Jkb j  for k <  Z;
2 ) replace bkbk by b^ jf+9^;
3) replace (brk ) f  by b{k f)
4a) replace bka[  by a{(bk' ) f  a p 1 for q >  1;
4b) replace bka { by \
5) replace a1-' by v, where a1-' =  v  is a relation in 7£;
6 ) replace ay a; by a^v, where a“* =  v is a relation in 1Z for i <  j .
Let us again consider S 4 . Let the im age of a under £ be a e Xl f X2g X3h x*ix* j X6 
and the im age of b be beyi f Vl g y3h y*iys j yc. For exam ple, the norm al word for the 
im age of ba is com puted in the following way:
bey 1 p 2 g y^hy*iys j ycaeXlf x2 g x*hx*ix* j x°
=  aba (ea y i ( f a )y2(g ,L)y3( ha)y*(ia )ys( j a )yceXlf X2g X3h x*iX!ij XG
=  a b * c e ( j y ' ( f y ' ( f h y > ( f g y ' U g h i y > { e y ‘ e * ' r ' g * > h * ' i * > j * ‘
=  ab^ ce^1"^ Xl"*’W6^ ^ (x2+y2+y3+!/4+»5) g (x3+y*+ys) /l (*4+y3+y5)^(a;8+y5) j ( xe+yi)
N ow  we can com pute a norm al word for the im age of each a,;, w ith i >  d, and each 
bi under £. We express each generator a{ as a word w  in a \ , .  . . , a f/, replace each 
dj  in w  by its im age under £, and then com pute an equivalent norm al word for 
w.  A m ap from  F / S  into itself is a hom om orphism  if the im ages of the generators 
a \ , . . . ,  a n , 61, . . . ,  blu of F / S  satisfy the power conjugate relations of F / S .  For 
each relation in 7Z we com pute equivalent norm al words for the im ages of the left 
hand side and the im age of the right hand side under £. Since the presentation for 
F / S  is consistent, those norm al words differ only by a word in { 61, . . .  , 6m} with  
exponents only involving polynom ials in F]t (X )  which have no constant term . A 
choice for the variables yields a hom om orphism  if the norm al word representing  
the left hand side equals that of the right hand side. By com paring the exponents  
of the basis elem ents in these words we obtain a set of linear equations in the 
unknow ns £*• over the field F7>. The set of solutions is the set of all possible  
liftings of e to endom orphism s of F / S.
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If we collect th e  power conjugate relations of S4 we ob ta in  a set of equations 
in X{ and  y{. T he  set of solutions of these equations is
{ ( * 1  , x 2 , £ 3 , « 4 ,  *^57 ^G 7 2/i 7 2/2 7 2/3 7 2/4 7 2/5 7 2 / g  )
I £ { ,2 / i  € F2, 2/5 =  2/2 +  2/4,2/c =  2/1 +  2/3 +  2/4 } •
T hus all Hftings of th e  identity  can be described in th e  following way: 
a ^  aex i f x2g x*hx*ix* j x°
b  l e v i  f  V2 g V 3 f r y * { y 3 + y 4 j y i + y 3 + y *
c (_  ^ cexi + r-o f  x3 + x4 + xsgx3 + x4 + x5 for-s+r'i + r z j xi + xc
d  d e X l ^ XG f x 1 +  x G g x 2 +  x * +  x * +  x * +  x G}l x Z +  x * +  x S 1 +  X 3 + X 4  + X  s + X C
e  g l  +  -^1 +  7/1 y ^ i + J / i ^ ^ i + a : 2  +  * 5  +  J/i +  J /4 / l * 2  +  a:5 +  l / 4 j * i  +  ^ 2  +  a : 5  +  y i  +  «/4
/ - /  
g 9 
h h
Z I— >■ z
j  f x i+x2+xs+yi+y4gxi+yi ixi+x2+xs+yi+y4ji+xi+yi
A lifting is an  au tom orphism  if R / S  is m apped  onto  R / S .  I t is easy to  see 
th a t R / S  is m apped  onto  itself if and only if x\  y\ =  0. T hus the  set of liftings 
which are au tom orph ism s corresponds to
{ ( * ® 1  7 * ^ 2  7 ® 3  7 x 4 , x 5 , x 6 j 2 / 1  7 2 / 2  7 2 / 3  7 2 / 4  7 2 / 5  7 2 /C  )
I 2/i £  F 2 , 2/5 =  2/2 +  2/4, 2/g =  +  2/2 +  2/4, 2/i =  * i } -
Any lifting of the  iden tity  which is an au tom orph ism  thus has the  form : 
a  I—>■ a e x i f x2g x*hx*ix* j xc
b H ->  b e*l f V 2  ^y3 /lW4j»2 + »4j* 1 + »3 + »4 
c c g X i  +  XG y x 3  +  X 4  +  X 5 ^ X 3  +  X 4 + X 5
^  +  y ^ l  +  ^ C ^ ^ l  +  ^ 3  +  ^ 4 + ^ 5  +  2’ C / l ^ 3  +  ^ 4  +  X 5 ^ 2 : 1 +  2 ;3  +  2-.4 +  X 5 +  X .c
g j_  ^ g ^^2 + 275 + 7/4/l 2^ + ^ 5 + J/4j^2 + a:5 + 2/4
/ ~ /
9 ^ 9
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h  t—» h
i I— ► i
j  ^ 2 + 1 5 + 3 / 4 ^ 2 + 1 5 + ^  j
For exam ple, if xi  =  x 2 = x 3 = x G = y\  =  y2 — y$ =  2/g =  1 and 
£4 =  =  2/3 =  2/4 =  0, we ob ta in  an endom orphism  of S4 w hich restric ts to
th e  iden tity  on F / R  — S4 :
a i-> a e f g j b i—► b e f i j
c c f g h d /—> dghi
e eghi / - /
9 ^ 9 h 1—► h
i 1—> i J ^  f i j •
This endom orphism  is an au tom orphism  since the  im age of R / S  is generated 
by {eghi ,  / ,  <7, /i, i, /17 }, which again is R / S .
Let us again consider the exam ple of S4. In o rder to  determ ine how m any 
isom orphism  types there are of m axim al extensions of 64 by an elem entary 
abelian  2 -group N ,  such th a t the  Klein-4 group acts triv ially  on N  and the 
extension is also a 2-generator group, we apply the theory  of th is chapter. In 
C h ap te r 4 we w rote down a consistent power conjugate  p resen ta tion  for S 4 on 
{a, 6, c, d, e, / ,  g, h,  i, j } .  Let V  denote the  group generated  by {c, d, e, / , # ,  h ,z, j }  
and  let M  denote the group generated  by {e, / , # ,  h , i ,  j } .  T h en  P i ( V )  is gen­
era ted  by { / ,  i , gh} .  In C hap ter 4 we gave a m odule decom position of M  as 
( f gi )  ® (e j , e f g i ) ® (gh) ® (f i , g h i ). By T heorem  7.8 the  isom orphism  types of 
m axim al extensions of £4 are in one-to-one correspondence to  the  orbits of the 
lifted au tom orphism s on the com plem ents of P i ( V ) .  C onsider M  w ith the vector 
space basis defined by the  above m odule decom position. T h en  any vector space 
com plem ent can be generated  by three vectors of the  form  (1 ,0 ,0 , u \ , iz2, ^3), 
(0 , 1 , 0 , v i ,v 2, ^3), ( 0 ,0 , l ,u > i ,w 2, w s ) i w here Ui,Vi,Wi  G F2 for 1 <  i <  3 . We
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rep resen t a com plem ent by a s tan d a rd  form  as :
/ 1  0  0  U \  U 2 U z
I 0 1 0 Vi v2 vz
\  0 0 1 Wi w 2 w 3
C onsidering th e  im ages of the  th ree basis vectors of a com plem ent u nder the 
action of a and  b and  com puting the  s tan d ard  form  for the  resu lting  com plem ent 
we o b ta in  th e  s tan d a rd  form s :
/ I  0 0
0 1 0  
\ 0  0 1 Vl
for the  action of a and
/ I  0 0 UX
I O 1 0 Vi wi
\ 0  0 1 v\
for the  action  of b. In order for the  vector spaces to be subm odules of M  th e  s ta n ­
dard  form s of the  im ages of a and b have to be identical to the  s ta n d a rd  form  of the 
com plem ent. This yields the following equations: u 2 = uz = v\ = v 2 =  w 2 = 0 , 
wz = v2 = v 2. T hus denoting u\  by u and v2 = v2 =  w 3 by v the re  are the 
following four s ta n d a rd  forms for vector space basis for com plem ents
( \  0 0 u 0 0 \
I 0 1 0 0 v v I
\ 0  0 1 0 0 v )
for u , v  CF2. Since the  au tom orphism  group of 64 is the  group of inner au to m o r­
phism s it is genera ted  by the conjugation by a and by b. O ne possibility  of lifting 
these au tom orph ism s of 64 to  autom orphism s of S 4 corresponds to  the  conjuga­
tion action of a and  b as generators of S4. Therefore liftings of a or b have no 
fu rth er influence on the  s tan d a rd  form . T hus we only need to  consider all liftings 
of the iden tity  of 64 to  au tom orphism s of S 4. We listed all liftings of th e  identity
u 2 T u z
v 2 + w 2 +  Vz + Wz 
v 2 + Vz
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to  autom orphism  of S4 above. T hey m ap the standard form  for the com plem ent 
to:
0 0 u 0 0
1 0 0 V  - f  2 u +  z
0 1 0 0 u +  z
where z  denotes X2 4- £5 +  2/4. If z =  0 then  the lifting acts as the identity on M.  
If z  =  1 it has two orbits on the standard form s of the com plem ents, nam ely
an d
( ( \  0  0  0  0  0 \
l 0 1 0 0 0 0
{ \ 0  0  1 0  0  0 /
/ I  0  0  0  0  0 \  }
0 1 0 0 1 1 l
\ 0  0 1 0 0 1 /  J
/ I  0  0  1 0  0 \
0 1 0 0 0 0
\ 0  0  1 0  0  0  /
/ I  0 0 1 0 0 \  1
0  1 0  0  1 1 i
\ 0  0 1 0 0 1 / J
T herefo re  we o b ta in  two non-isom orph ic  ex tens ions  G\ a n d  G2 of by fac toring  
ou t th e  com plem en ts .  T he ir  consis ten t pow er con juga te  p re se n ta t io n s  are after 
ren a m in g  th e  gene ra to rs  m o d u lo  th e  c o rre spond ing  c o m plem en t  gh  to  e, /  to  /  
and  i to  g :
{a, 6 , c, d, e, / ,  g
ba = b2 ce , 6 3,
ca = c, ch =  d, c2 =  / ,
d" =  cd f g , d!‘ =  c d e f g , dc =  de, d2 =
ert =  e, e;> =  e, ec =  e, efZ — e, e2,
f a =  / ,  / '  =  i, / c =  / ,  f d =  f , f € =  / ,  / 2,
£a =  e /p ,  g h - e f g , pc =  p, p'z =  p, pe =  p, p7 =  p ,p 2}
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for G i and for G2 {a,  6 , c, d, e, / ,  g
ba = b 2ce, b \
ca — c, c?' =  d, c2 =  / ,
d'1 =  c d e f g , db =  cdfg , dc =  de, d2 =  g,
ea =  e, e^  =  e, ec =  e, e'z =  e, e2,
/ “ = /, /'■ = / '  = /, /'' = / , / '  = / , / 2,
s'* =  e / s ,  s1' =  e / s ,  s' =  S, 9d S ' =  S, S 7 =  S ,S 2}-
T h e o r e m  7 .1 0  dC be the group generated by all a  E A u t ( F / M ) which
induce the identity on F / R  and let U be the group generated by the restriction to 
F / M  of all of the liftings a  for each a  E Aut(F/ R). Then A u t f F / M ) — K U .  
P r o o f:  Define a map /c from A ut( F / M)  to A ut( F / R )  m apping a  to the
autom orphism  which maps g R  to (g M ) a R .  Then k is a homomorphism and 
therefore Aut(i^/Af) =  ker k (im /c)_1 . Obviously ker k =  K .  The image of k, is 
the group (ß E Aut ( F/ R)  \ ( M /  S) ß  =  M/ S ) .  If 7 E Aut ( F / M )  there exists an 
a  E Aut [ F / R)  such that d restricted to F / M  is 7 by Lemma 5.7. In particular 
(.M / S ) a  =  M/ S .  I
7.4 C o n c lu s io n s
The algorithm described in this chapter has not yet been implemented. In 
order to test its practicality it is necessary to obtain an im plem entation. In a 
number of ways an implementation of this algorithm could be similar to the im ­
plem entation of the p-group generation algorithm. However, some problems arise 
that do not occur in the p -group case, as for example the problem of determining 
all liftings of the identity. The methods used in the calculation of the example 
suggest a strategy for this. A problem that is envisaged as a test problem for the 
algorithm is to fist all isomorphism types of groups of order 192.
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L ist o f n o ta tio n
z set of all integers
N set of positive integers
Fp prime field of order p
W subgroup generated by X
H  < G H  is a subgroup of G
G / N quotient of G by N
A \ B {a | a G A, a B }
H K {hk \ h € H, k e  K }
h K { h K  | h e  H}
[H,K\ ({ [M ] | h e  h , k e  K} )
* (G) Frattini subgroup of G (see
Aut (G) autom orphism  group of G
x y y ~ 1xy
[*»2/] x ~ 1y ~ l xy
G' com m utator subgroup of G
Gv W  \ g £ G}
XV image of x under ip
G* {9V 1 9 € G}
ker p kernel of <p
H  = K H  isomorphic to K
(see Definition 3.1)
G* (see Theorem 3.3)
C i A G ) (see Definition 4.1)
C~V(G) (see 4.2 )
G (see Theorem 4.3)
{ A  | 71} finite presentation
Definition 2.1)
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